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I,

Introduction:

The Hero as a Literary Type

This thesis examines a selected number of Anton
Chekhov* s mature works with an aim to fulfill two objeotlves;

to define the peculiar characteristics of his hero

type as a variant of the Russian hero of failure, or "super
fluous man," appearing In the early nineteenth century; and
secondly, to show

through the consideration of such

questions a# who he was, what he did, wh& he believed In
and longed for, and the exact nature of his failure to meet
life —

the direct Influence of this particular hero upon

the famous "Ohekhovlan mood."
While most critics make some general reference to the
stylised treatment which Chekhov gives to his characters,
they emphasise rather the mood that Chekhov gives to his
stories and plays, a mood composed of disillusionment, pov
erty, cold, shadow, sorrow, and occasionally tears through
laughter.

It Is my belief that such emphasis Is wrongly

placed, pointing up as It does one merit of the work at the
expense of a greater one*

It would be the same thing as

praising Marlowe for his mighty line at the expense of the
very faustus who speaks It.

Moreover, by Implication, this

emphasis misrepresents Chekhov's own main Interest In his
characters and the whole process of his art as I understand
It.

For the question arises*

What constitutes the great

er influence, mood on hero or hero on mood?
Î

Is the Ohekhovlan
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mood proelpltmted by or oreatod by a obaracter or Is the
Ohara0 ter am outgrowth» a product © f a mood?

For Chekhov

has created both a particular oharaoter type and a partloular mood*

Where warn hie mala Interest?

It le the con

tention here that the hero, despite hie aeemlag lack of
Individuality, create# for the reader this distinctive im
pression which Is called "mood," and which has become so
noteworthy In Chekhov that all readers recognise It immedi
ately.

In short, Chekhov's major interest was his hero.

In any consideration of the hero and his place In
literature, one Is immediately confronted with several
general questions, none of which can be solved with simple
answers.

Has the function of literature been to set up

Images of a hero to fire the Imagination and Inspire Identi
fication?

Are heroes -- In the epic sense —

exemplary?

faking western literature as an example. In what sense are
Othello, Lord Jim, or Gamus* Stranger, "exemplary??
we do when we understand them?
with them?

What do

Do we Identify ourselves

Do we, as Aristotle 2500 years ago suggested,

admire these heroes, pity them, learn from them, emulate
them?

By exemplary we do not always mean those character

istics Which portray the most admirable qualities In man
and In his behavior*

Burely Othello cannot be commended

for all of his actions as such, and yet he may qualify as
an exemplary character, e.g., In his admission of his
"sin."

Chekhov, in following the same pattern, presents

heroes who are not to be especially emulated or even
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partloularly admired, but who may domorr* th# reader'* pity
and sympathy.
In more reoent years, as the discussion of the hero
continues, Andre Malraux has said "It is not certain that
our civilisation can rediscover the heroes and found on Ihsmlts
exemplary Image of man,"*

Apart from the roles Which heroes

do or do not play In the fate of culture, one may Inquire
Whether or not the "exemplary Image" may properly appear In
literary works.

Albert Camus, In ^ e Rebel, may have been

completing Malraux'* thought When he said that the aim of
the world's great literature "seems to be to create a closed
universe or a perfect type.

The west, In Its great works,

does not limit itself to retracing the steps of Its dally
life.

It ceaselessly presents magnificently conceived images

Which Inflame Its Imagination and sets off* hot foot, in
pursuit of them,"

In Russian literature the type of the

hero has enjoyed a peculiar role.

The celebration of what

Rufus W. Nathewson calls the "emblematic" hero has been a
tradition in Russian imaginative literature dating far back
into antiquity.2

a# such, this hero Is one who serves as a

pattern of behavior either to be emulated or abhorred, a*
the case may be.

Russian literature, probably more than anf

1 "Man's Quest," %lme. LXYI, MO. 3 (July 18, 1955), 29.
2 Rufus W. Mathewsoni
Mathewson, Jr.
,
T^^ Positive Hero In Russian
Literature (Mew fork, 195o)
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other of the world's great literatures, has perpetuated
this celebration to so great an extent that it continues to
be an important point of ooneem in present day Soviet literature*

The oral and written traditions of early Russian

literature produced a variety of men as images of virtue.
They have ranged from the boaatvr who was the hero of such
oral epics as the bvlinv about Ilya Muromets, to the
martyred saint in the &agaa& #a&
Xüyrlknrik ])Q»rjL* suad

Sadl

jSüC J&&2.

the cossack bandit-revolutlon*

Sjpgr in Tale of Eruslan Lazarevich, taw* ;>ea#antM"jrool 3Ln Tales
of the Dnmkard^. awoui tli#» T&ec<»TMC]L<m1k ((»r kisripjibli») lis*»'*
dusaqpot ain T^ls; of

yallac^a^ êevemor Dracula,

1ÜkHS(&e (KkusrsiBtsara liakvs twn*n ]Leo)csHd wqpon ik#» ikjadbols ijalWMidlSNi
to give comfort. Instruction, and inspiration to üielr
fwowiliKaise swowi tdhua, Ike (glm» iptiiriMWke #&%&d aieanija*;; tw» 4%%3)<*rlenc<*.
aUfktw* TTliTlyue ixw&jr i#erire

skaslkeri*, Ltisun* li&swg<»s Tf(Kr<»

created to echo the prevailing dictates of political, social,
religious, and moral interests.

These interests have either

conformed with approved practice and philosophy or have
been rebellious and critical of approved convention.

This

is not to say that similar types of heroes have not served
similar purposes in other literatures.

Outside Russia, one

need only look at the works of Oharles Dickmis or Sinclair
Lewis, Albert Oamus or k m e s t Hemingway, to find examples
of heroes who represent in their own ways the different
attitudes toward the world in which their authors wrote.
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Up to the nineteenth oentury the hero of Russian literature was of the type uhleh 1# common to the morality
plays of early England.

He was simplified to the point of

repreaentlog one idea, or one virtue.

In fact, Ruaaian

tradition up to that time vaa diatinguiahed by the abaenoe
of any other approach to the oharaoter of the literary hero.
Slnoe there waa no indirect, payohologioal aaalyaia In the
presentation of twigedy, Ruaalan heroes were attraetive,
unoomplioated repreaentatlvea of apeolflo pointa of view.
It was w t the hero*a purpose to inatruot society by the
example of hla defeat or ignominious death but to Inatruot
it by vay of hia mlraeuloua or deserved aueoeaa, either by
earthly or spiritual standards.
But beginning in the nineteenth century, all facets of
Russian oulture were Influenced by the accession of western
models and standards.

Russian literature reflected this

new Influenoe in Shifting the msphaaia on the hero to a
more recognisable human type.

This shift established re-

quirwenta of realism which considerably lessened the pre
vious generally blaek-Whlte Interpretation of character and
made the hero more fallible, more uncertain, more human.
Though hero Images were still sought, questions concerning
the nature and destiny of this image were given greater
miphasis.

As the interest and consideration of writers

and orltloe were increasingly absorbed in these questions,
the separation between thematic preoccupations and the

6

actual

spiritual life of nineteenth-oentury Russians became

noticeably lees*

The one became fused with the other so

that the literary hero came to stand as a reflection of the
spiritual history of the actual man of society, a unique fea
ture In literary experience.

One result was the birth of

the Russian novel of character.
The novel of character was well designed to direct
attention to the morsO. responsibilities of Individuals,
From the time of Pushkin and Lermontov, it was hero-centered.
It displayed a rudimentary plot structure which directed the
Interest and attention directly to the hero.

Pushkin's

Onegin, the hero of his verse-novel %us:ene OncAln. and
Lermontov's Pechorln,^ the central figure of his novel A
Hero of Our lime, established an ancestral family tree for
s&any literary protagonists In the succeeding years of the
century.

There are innumerable Illustrations of protagonists

idio demonstrate the author's Intensive effort to center his
moral quest In the person of his hero.

Perhaps the most

prominent may be found In Dostoevsky's Myshkin, Raskolni
kov, and the Aaramasovs; In Tolstoy's Pierre and Prince
Andrei; and In Turgenev's whole gallery of faltering heroes.
The novelist, In generalising through hla creation, pre
sented his own Ideas concerning human experience.

Whether

^ It Is Interesting to note that Lermontov named his
hero Peohorln purposely to suggest a similarity to Push
kin's Onegin. Both names originated from sister rivers In
the north of European Russia, the Pechora and Oneaa. For
Russian readers these names are psirtTcularly well known.
(Private conversation with Dr. Peter P. Laplkan, Assistant
Professor of Foreign Languages /^sslaÿ^, Montana State
University, May 10, I960.)
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hopeful or despairing, these ideas were reflected in the
fate of the literary figuM,
Politically minded critics, such as the outspoken
Vleearlon Belinsky, Nikolay Dobrolyubov, and Nikolay
Chernysheveky, of the nineteenth century, continually
quarreled about the kind of elgnlflcanoe that should be In
vested In the figure of the literary hero.

In most eases,

they left little doubt as to exactly what the hero should
mean to the Individual reader, to soolety, and to the na
tion.

No longer satisfied with the gw&eral presentation of

virtue, the critics through the discussion which they
generated In literary clroles soi%ht to establish a new
l^ro, one of fundamentally different character, and one who
stood for a positive reflection of new soclaü., political,
moral, and religious change.

In order to effect such a

(Aaoge, there had to be a definition of the hero as he
existed, an isolation of fundamental characteristics,
characteristics which In turn had to be modified.

To real

ise a hero, as Dobrolyubov described him, who when "he
reached the height of his moral and Intellectual power would
be a disciplined, dedicated, one-man revolutionary movasent,
Incapable of compromise and Indifferent to personal defeat,"
the nineteenth century critics attacked the hero who had
been dominating ^ e literary scene, the hero type that has
cwse to be known as the "superfluous mam."
The "superfluous man" was the name given to one Important character type recurrent In nlneteenth-oentury

8

Russian literature*

In fact, there is a sens© in which the

history of the "superfluous man" is oo^extenslve with the
history of the europeanlzatIon of Russia,

For thirty or

forty years the "superfluous man" was perhaps the most dom*
inant figure in the literature of Russia,

The term, first

used by Pushkin to describe his hero Eugene Onegin and
popularized by Turgenev In the title of his short story
The Dlarv of the auoerfluous l^an (1850), denotes a hero who
Is sensitive to social and ethical problems, but ^ o

falls

to act, partly because of personal weakness, partly because
of political and social restraints on his freedom of action.
Seen as one of the types which for a century were of
Importanoe in Russian literature, this hero was consistent
in his habit of failure despite some Individuality and the
varied aspects of his behavior.

As a man of hope he was

successful in his search for annihilation.

As a man of hope

and good intentions he failed, in spite of himself, to live
as he planned or to fulfill the apparent promise of his life.
Both these sub*types are characterized by a disastrous alien**
ation fzxMs other human beings and from purposeful activity.
For the radical critics, particularly Belinsky, Dobrolyubov,
eind Chemyshevsky, it was the inactivity rSEmltlng from this
maladjustment which linked all these figures, disparate
though they were in character and In motivation.
The "superfluous man", it must be kept in mind, did
not represent retrogressive values; rather he opposed them
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lzwkl#quately, h® was their vletlm, not their advocate.

All

the men of this label ehared a common dlepoeltlon for day
dreaming, rationalising, and paemlvlty.

Their hnmanltarlan

longing# had no relation to their everyday live®, or If they
did, thoee longing# existed In a dream*llfe beyond any aotnal
realization.

They varied Intmperament, but they were equal

ly inefflclmct and eoclally worthle##.

A# variation# on the

eingle theme, the heroe# were eometlme# mild, eulmleelve
young men unable to cope with life and therefore doomed to
be unhappy; or they were well-bred and cenaltlve Intellec
tual# wbo#e Inner rlOhe# were w a t e d either becauee they
were unable to carry out their pl«m# or becauee they could
not find any outlet for their energy.

Many reaeon# were ad

vanced for the fatal #elf-ab#orptlon and the paralyel# of
will Which afflleted these unhappy men, not the least of
which were the multiple pressure# arising from the feudal
environment of early nineteenth century Russia.

In an at

mosphere of tyranny and stagnation they would reach the
point of formulating their code of dissent, only to have ex
haustion or self-deeeptlen prevent thms frtMs acting.

Their

Intentions often remained uneorrupted, but ^ e y were never
tested

use.

Serfdom was In It# death agony, and the

**superfluous men," Who had filled a genuine need by question
ing or standing aloof or preaching, were not felt to be
adequate to the task of moving soolety forward to the new
order,

% l s inadequacy 1# not only a commentary on the

literary hero, of course, but on that segment of the literary
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profeaslOG lAio per misted in creating the type,
Thu#, from the mti^lghtformard, uneomplimated hero of
earlier Rumelan literature, mhome exemplary oharaoterimtlo#
mere both ideallmtle mmd affirmative, the nineteenth century
developed the more complex, realimtic and negative, the
''muperfluou# man,"

Though the oau#e# for much a develop*

ment are beyond the limit# of thl# invemtigatlon, muffice it
to may that much a man warn indeed the product of him time#,
a product of mooial amd political uiaheaval when Inmecurlty
and mhifting value# mere the only conmtantm in much an at*
momphere,^
The hero of dnton Ohekhov'm later mtoriem im a very
peculiar variant of the muperfluoum man, or the hero of
failure.
own vordm.

That he vam Intended to be mo we have Ohekhov*#
One of him momt explicit mtatementm about him

intention# appear# in a letter dated Deoember 30, 1888,
written to Alexei Suvorin, the editor of the powerful, eon*
mervatlve

at,

Petermturg newmpaper, gew Tlmem.^

In thim

letter, Chekhov prement# hi# under#tandlng of the varlou#
character# created in hi# early play Ivanov.

The producer#

of the play conmidered the lead character a muperfluoum man
in the Turgenev tradition, but Chekhov point# out that there
are differwice# between the Turgenev tradition and the hero
^ Donald Seeley, "The H4i^day of the Superfluou# Man
in Ru##ia,"
W
:Ü0CI (1953),
p. 94.
^ Anton Chekhov, & # Selected Letter# of, Anton O h e m o v ,
ed, Lillian Heilman (New York/ 19^5), % . 6 9 * 7 § .
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typ# In Chekhov*8 own etorlee.

Ivanov eharee with the

superfluous man of Turgenev the background of an upperclass
gentleman, a unlverelty man*

He had a strong bamt for dis

tractions; In his youth he exhibited an excitable and
fervent nature.

By the time he reaehed thirty, however, he

begins to feel weariness and ennui*

Though he feels physi

cal weariness and boredom, he does not understand what the
trouble Is and what Is happamlng.

And here the difference

betwewo the Turgenev and Chekhov characters becomes apparent.
In the following excerpts from the letter CheKhov o<mments
on this difference.
When narrow and unconsolentlous people find them
selves In such a situation, they usually place
the blame on their environment, or enter the
ranks of the unwanted and unneeded Hamlets, and
then their minds are at rest..,But Ivanov, who
Is straightforward, openly declares to the
doctor and audience that he does not understand
himself..,
The change taking place within him outrages his
Integrity. He seeks reasons from within and
doesn't find them; he begins to seek outside
of himself and flsAs only an undefined feeling
of guilt. % l s feeling Is Russian, If swieone
dies in a Russian's house, or falls sick, or if
somebody owes him money, or If he wants to make
a loan — The Russian always feels a sense of
guilt,,.
To exhaustion, boredom and lüie sense of guilt
a ^ still another enemy. That Is solitude...
^e o p l j / are not concerned with his feelings
and with the ^&anges occurring within him.
He Is lonely...There Is nowhere to go. Hence
he Is continually tormented by the question of
what to do with himself.
Now for the fifth enemy.

Ivanov is tired,
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doesnH imdsrstaad himself, but life is mot
oonoomed with these things. It sets Its
legitimate demands before him and he
like
It or not
must solve the problems.,.8uoh
people as Ivanov do not settle questions,
they are crushed by them. They are at their
wlt*s end, throw up their hands, their nerves
are on edge, they oomplain, commit stupidities
and In the last analysis, in giving way to
their loose, flabby nerves, ^ e ground slips
from under their feet and they join the ranks
of the "broken" and "misunderstood,"
Disillusion, apathy, nervousness and ezhaustlon
are the Inevitable consequences of Inordinate
exoltablllty, and this «haracterlstlo Is in*»
h e r w t In our young people to an extreme d^ree...
Thus, Chekhov distinguishes his particular character
as one who Incorpozeites not only the Turgenev qualities,
which have been mentioned previously, but adds to them an
acute sense of guilt. Intense loneliness, and a failure to
understand himself combined with an inability to accept an
explanation for his difficulties based on his envlronmwit.
One critic refers to Chekhov's varient as the "Moody Man."^
Chekhov's hero, of all the "superfluous men" to lAlch
he Is kin, Is the unwilling victim of his environment,

like

the "superfluous menf he suffers from Its Impact, Is stifled
by Its tedium, but Is toe Ineffective or undecided to rebel
against it.

Ohekhov's stories oontaln many Instances of

persons, both men and women, Wio recognise acutely the
triviality and boredom In their lives, and she wish to re*
place It with purpose and accomplishment.

Yet they remain

as they are, resigned to ewad enmeshed In the Infinite web of

to

^ Mark aionlm. M o d e m Russian Literature x From Chekhov
Present (New Y o A / 1
’"p."S4,
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their day to day habita and aaioeiationa# watehing their
live# being worn avay Into nothing —

and for nothing.

These people have no force, no real energy, no determlnatlon.
For the momt part, the Ohekhovlan hero belong# to that
part of the educated moclety regarded a# the Intelligentmla,
apeclfloally that meotlon of the Intelligentsia %dioae mind#
had been overdeveloped at the expense of their hearts.

Since

he does not know shat to do, he accepts as Inevitable hie
status; and In the end hie meal for pursuing any activity,
however It may have flared for a moment, la. soon turned to
fatigue*

Life for thl# man is a tangle of Ilea, lie# of

convenience, lies of pride, lies of self-delusion, all
destined to make of the oharaoter hlmeelf a moral orlpple.
And always, In whatever the surroundings, In Whatever the
situation, this hero remains alone,mlled Into himself and
away from others, by a lack of understanding and sympathy.
Time and again the moment of misery goes unnoticed and un
shared because of his Inability to receive or give the
neoessAry sign of encouragement and Interest,

Loneliness,

futility, and despondency -- these are the outstanding traits
of these heroes of What we may regard to be Ohekhov*s more
mature works.
The total body of Anton Chekhov's writing may be divided
Into tifo sections, %&et only In time, teohnlques and length,
but in mood as well.

In 1880, Chekhov began his literary

career as a means of raising funds to support himself and
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his family while pursuing his melleal studies.

During this

period he wrote very short sketehes for the oomlc weeklies
and various periodicals which asked nothing more than that
their readers be entertained,

Most orltlos agree i^at these

stories were never taken too seriously by the author himself.
For emample* Renato Poggloll says that they were designed to
be of an ephemeral oharaoter only# to give oheap and easy
laughter.^

What dlstlngulAies Chekhovas early works Is their

relative lack of quality.

They show all the signs of having

been written quickly with small regard for style.

Contain"*

Ing little originality of approach, the pieces are full of
the common place and reflect the current taste of the avei^
age reader In Woie streets.
In the later years of Chekhov's life (1894*190)), he
became occupied mainly with a series of works# plays as irnll
as stories, that were evidently intended to constitute a
kind of analysis of Russian society.

These are the works

that have establl#died his reputation for mood.

In 1885

8rlgorovlch, the v e t o w n writer of the realistic renaissance
and a man for whom Chekhov had great admiration, wrote to
Chekhov begging him not to continue to waste his talents
on the oomlc fragsont and sketch but to turn to more serious
literary work.
this advice.

Nor was Grlgorovlch's the only voice to give
Chekhov's friend Alexis Suvorln, Influential

editor of the N^w Times for which Chekhov had written, held
^ Renato foggloll, The Phoenix and the Solder (Cam
bridge, Mass., 1957), p.'w9.
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the same opinion as @rlgor@Tieh.^

The llght-heartedneag,

oareleaenee#, and l&ok of roopeot for hla material# of the
early work were all admitted ty Chekhov, and from the time
of the publloatlon of hi# eeoond oolleotlon of atorle#
(Motley 8t(^rle#) In 1886, hla work aaaumed a different form*
Prom the aketoh he went to the ahort atory and then on t ^
noveatl. a form, partlenlarly favored by Raaalan writer#,
that ean be defined aa/a long ahort atory preaentlng a eon*
tlnulty of eventa aoeompanled by extenalve oharaoterlaatlon*/
ooveatl appro&ohea the form of the novelette or novella.
It wa# In theae later atorle# that Chekhov attained the
level of Wiat Matihew Arnold oalled "high aerloueneaa,"
One erltlo, Irene Namlrovaky, aaya
he took a reverae road to that one naually
travelled by wrltera,,,Inatead of going out"»
ward# from hlmaelf to other#, It warn from the
external world that Chekhov started, to end
np with h l m a e l f , h l a orltloa and biographer#
were to aay of him that between 1886 and 1889,
he ohanged, beoomlng another awm and another
writer. But In reality he had not ohanged*
all he had done wa# to get to know h l m a e l f . 9
During thl# time he eame to reallae the true Importanoe of
the writer*# role, the nature of hi# "mlaalon," a# Grlgoz'O'.
vloh put It, and the faot that art and literature oreated
In a oountry like Ruaala, w&a rloh In oonaequenoe#.^^

^ aionlm,

Pit., p, 57.

^ Irene BemlMvaky, A
Mauny (London, 1950), p, 86,
I b M .. p. 87,

ojC

tr. Erik de
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In the later stories of Chekhov, the melaneboly aeeente
heeome more peroeptlble, the oomlo figures more often betray
a pathetlo toueh, the humor la relegated to the background
or quieted, while the theme# of futility and gloomlnee# more
often dominate.

In the live# of ordinary people, surrounded

by drabnem# and triviality, the nazvowne## of their dally
live# aeaume# tragic tone#.

Gold, damp air along a never

ending path through a gloomy countryside, curtained by
drizzling rain and mist#; ml#erable people huddled within
themeelvea, comforted only by thought# of happier moment#
or deadened by futility far the day# ahead; the endle##
struggle of day to day toll, while adversity, disappointment,
and sorrow remain always near

here are the Ingredients of

the "mood" stories of Ohekhov's later years.

Still, despite

the apparent pessimism of such an outlook, Chekhov does not
leave hi# readers with am outright impression of pessimism,
but weave# through these stories a fragile thread of hope.
Life not only should be better, but can be better and Oiekhov
Interjects this positive outlook i^peatedly through the
semslngly unrelieved gloom which penetrates his stories.
The mood itself, and these variation# upon it, Chekhov
create# mainly by his peculiar treatmmit of his hoMes, In
which his main Interest rests.
To give support to this theory, I have attempted to
analyse the heroe# of eight of the longer stories selected
from the period between 1889 and 1904, the last fifteen years

n
of ChoKbOT'a life, the year# In which hi# eklll, hi# re*
pntatlon, #nd hi# mo#t eerlon# %wrk remàhed m&turlty.

The

stories chosen from this period mark Interval# evenly dim*
trlbnted throughout theme year#.

Although thl# mtudy 1#

limited primarily to eight short stories, I have drawn In*
oldently upon a large number of Chekhov*# work# available In
IhgllWi tranmlatlon. Including the play# The Bea Gull (1 8 9 6 ),
iW ü i 2&3Z& (1 8 9 7 ),

A

( 1901) , and 3^

B m z

«election of only eight #torle# ellghts, It 1# true,

a lAole body of Chekhov*# writing, which include# many
stories and especially the plays, wherein no one character
1# prominent ** work# deiwted to the portrayal of groups,
let the stories chosen here, with their highly emphasised
heroes, deal in their own way wl%» these individuals as
representatives of their classes.

For purpose# of thl#

study, however, it is their individuality, Chekhov's own
major interest in these heroes, that 1# emphaslsedg^

The

eight heroes dhosen are these*
Anna Akimovna

from ^

Yahov Ivanich Terehov

from The Murder

Mi sail Alexeyioh

from jgy

Bishop Pyotr

from

Nadya Bhumin

from Betrothed

3ergey Vassilitch Mikltin

from The Teacher of

Nikolay stepanovltch

from A Dreary Story
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Amdrey Yeflmltdb Ragln

from Ward No. 6^^

To aohleve the two main objectiva# —

definition of

character and the bearing of characterisation upon the
creation of mood#, the theel# proper ha# been divided Into
three major meotlone.

Chapter II dleoumee# the heroe# from

the etandpolnt of lAo they are

with the emÿtiael# on #uch

external oharaoterletlc# a# age, appearance, family background, economic and #oolal etatue.

Chapter III conelder#

the Interaction of exteiuial and Internal factor# upon what
these men and women do with their live# -- their Intellectual
capabilities, their training, their day to day occupations,
and their peyohologlcal reaction to those occupation#.
Chapter IV Investigate# the Internal nature of the heroes
In reepect to how they feel about %iem#elve# and what they
are doing —

the conflict between what they want and hope

for and their failure to attain It*

In summary, Chapter V

analyze# the Ohekovian mood In relation to the method of
characterization; that 1# through hi# characters, which
constitute hi# main Intereet, Chekhov create# the particular
mood by which hi# work# are known*
full bibliographical and documentary data on these
Characters and the stories In idilch they appear 1# cited
in detail a# Addendtm No* 1 on the final page of this
chapter.
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Addendum No * Î
Anna Akimovna
from "A Woman*g Kingdom" (1889),
in Peasantg and Other Stories, eel* Edmund Wilson
(New”YorS, 195b) » pp. 'i-5§T
Yahov Ivanloh Terehov
from "The Murder" (1895), In
Peasants and Other Stories, eel, Edmund Wilson (New
York, 1953)7 p p . 429*^57.
Mlsall Alexeyloh
from "My Life" (1896), In Peasim ts
and O^er^^torle*. sol. Edmund Wilson (New York, i95o;#
Blsliop Pyotr
frcm "The Bishop" (1902), In
Peasants and Other Stories, sel. Edmund Wilson (New
Yor^^
ppT^M3#7^
Nadya Shumln
from "Betrothed" (1905), In
Peasants and Other Stories, sel. Edmund Wilson (New
iforkT ^953), pp.
'
Sergey Vasellltoh Nikitin
from "The Teacher of Liters*
t u r * » (1 8 9 4 ), i n m . I s a i W
o m ^ r § t.a r ^ « , t r .
Oonstanoe Garnett (New York, 1917), pp. 2)5*276,
Nikolay 8tepanoTlt<h
from "A Dreary Story" (18$9),
S M Other Stories, tr. Gonstanee Oarnett
(New^o3^l9T3)T%7
Andrey Yeflmltoh Ragln

fzxMs "Ward No. 6" (1892), In

These partloular translations were chosen on ^ e hasls
of general availability, popularity and merit, at least as
the latter Is represented In the better reviews.

Editions

of Chekhov*s works above together with all other editions
used In this study are cited again with full blbllograiAlc
Information In Seotlon I of the Bibliography appended.
Ihrougpiout the ^ e s i # references to the el((ht main stories
are

cited intertextually by story title and pagination of

the

editions above; references to all other works are cited

in full In footnotes.

II,

The Hero as a Phjsieal Entity

Anton OhekhOT is remembered for hia ability to oapture
the complete attention of hla reader# and engross them In
the fragmmatary situation# that together make up the total
picture of that portion of life about ehi«di he %frlte#*

One

of the most powerful effect# of hi# writing on hi# audience
i# the cense of intimate knowledge and understanding of
people and situation# lAilch he induce# in hi# readers.

It

1# this sense of intimacy and sympathy lAlch account# for
the Impact of a Chekhov story* an Impact that linger# in the
memory of the reader long after the detail# have been for-*
gotten.
Chekhov has never been highly praised for hi# ability
to create particular Individuals.

For thl# fact one could

offer many conjectural explanations* perhaps mo#t obviously
that his characters cannot be clearly seen as physical
beings.

It may be argued that very often great writers#

Shakespeare# for instance, succeed in creating the most
strikingly memorable character# without ever delineating
them in smy great physical detail.

But such writer# let

the reader know these characters Intimately a# highly in
dividualized personalitie#; in their inner nature# they are
unique personages.

As much cannot be said of Chekhov'#

oharaoter#, who# though internally examined too, are mot
outstanding and unique Individuals, but vague and shadowy
average men, all of a very particular and single type,
20
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Thu#, although Shakospsar© and Chekhov are perhaps alike In
their neglect of physical detail, they differ widely In the
actual characters they create; each of Shakespeare* s Is a
distinct Individual while Chekhov*# are unpartlcularlzed
members of one type.

It 1# the type alone that Is special.

And It Is a consideration of this very particularly delin
eated type that Is the primary interest of this study.

In

Chekhov*a works, one will never find a Raskolnikov or a
Pierre or an Ckiegln, characters endowed with exact and con
crete attributes that r w o v e them from the common mass.

To

Chekhov, such attention to the demands of external character
drawing was unnecessary,

To him the Individual as a whole

was Important, but of that Individual, most particularly his
soul,

Yet his Individuals are portrayed In lA^e most vague

of concrete terms.

They are given the very minimum of

physically descriptive details.

As a result, the Ohekhovlan

characters blur together Into a group of people, physically
Indistinguishable from each ol^er.
However, this mass of characters exerts a peculiar hold
on the Imagination of the reader,

Even though the Individu

als within the mass are barely recognisable to the sight,
together they produce a definite Impression composed of
specific qualities.

These qualltlea upon closer examination,

exist not In the external but rather In the Internal makeup
of the various individual.
From the external viewpoint, and taken as a whole,
Chekhov* s short stories of his mature period portray a social
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phenomenon:

the difficulty of adjustment of social class

es, and Individuals within those classes, to a new environ
ment*

In many of the stories there Is a household or a

community which Is Intended to he significant In the life
of some social group*

the new factory owners In A Woman*#

Kingdom: the half-literate countryman, fundamentalist and
Independent In The Murder: the Tolstoyan Intelligentsia In
Mv Life:

the professional churchmen In The Blshon: and In

Be1^%%>thed. the old-fashioned provincial household and the
revolt against It of the new genei^tlon.

However, In por

traying this society, Ohekhov has relied upon Individuals
within these g M u p s who exhibit fundamental similarities,
Even though they contribute to a larger significance in %ie
shifting social sti^cture of nineteenth century Russia,
Chekhov sees them first as separate souls, each with his
own partloular place In life.

It Is not that these In

dividuals are all part of a social upheaval Which consti
tutes their unity of oharaoter, but that they are united by
some trait or group of traits which exists within them a#
they are distinct entitles In that upheaval.
Characterisation may be created In two ways.

It may

be created directly through such details as physical fea
tures, age, parental background, and social and economic
Influences; or It may be oreated through a psychological
analysis of the Individual,

It Is the contention here that

Chekhov uses the Indirect psychological method to describe
what he feels to be the most vital reality of the Individual,
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CheMiov Is oonoemed with the human soul and Its exlstenqe
In the world.

The various eharaeterlzations of the heroes

and heroines under analysis here show that to know the soul
of a person does not neoessltate a knowledge of age, appear*
anoe, or status*
The eight characters in the stories I have chosen **
Including

Nikolay

stepanovltoh, Andrey Yeflmlteh, Anna

Akimovna, Sergey Vassllltoh, Y«diov Ivanlch, Mlsall Aleie*
yloh. Bishop Pyotr, and Nadya Shumln

represent a range In

age between the youthful twenty*three years of Nadya (Be*
trothed) and the weary gIktles of Nikolay Stepanovltoh
(à BEjS&DC â & mc) &nd B1 W p

Pyotr ( T ^ Bishop)#

Although

Bishop Pyotr Is not glv #n a specific age, It Is stated that
at 32 he was made rector of the semlnai^ and that following
eight years abroad he was made a suffragan bishop (The
Bishop, p, 352)*

By allowing for the implied years In be*

tween, one would guess him to be In his early sixties, or
late fifties at least*

Nikolay stepanovltoh himself states

that he Is slxty*two (A Dreary Storv. p* $32)*
ovna (A Woman* s Kingdom. p* 1 ) and Nlkltln

Anna Akim*
Teache^

Lj^terature. p. 239) are portrayed as being twenty*sl%.

This

age Is equalled vaguely by Mlsall Alexeyloh (gy Life) who
states that he Is over twenty-five, and that his sister Is
twenty*six

Life, pp* 160, 164),

One does not gain the im

pression, however, that he Is over thirty.

Yahov Iwanioh*s

cousin (The Murder) Is reported to be about forty-five and
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lahev himself to he ten years hie senior, ehioh w i l d make
him about fifty#fire (The Murder, pp. 130, 140),

The ago of

Andrey Teflniteh (ward No. g) 1# undotormlmod throughout the
aWry,

K# had been at the hospital for about twenty year#

and one may aaoumo that if he were in hi# twentio# or perhaps
early thirties when he finished hi# etudie# in the medieal
faemlty, he would have been between forty and fifty at the
time of the story#
a# for physieal delineation, the reader find# himself
provided with very little direst assistano# when he attempt#
to visualiae, positively, the heroes and heroine# in Chek
hov*# eteriee#
deaeriptiena#

411 the person# are given the briefest #f
If details are given at all, ^ y

are in-

oomplete and shadowy, allewind for eonsiderable variation
between the Imaginations of any two readers.

The two women,

Anna Akimovna and Nadya ahumin, are left imeonspieueus by
the author,

dinee they are said to be attraetive, one might

enpeet the author would see fit to deseribe the nature of
their attraetiveness,

Kewevsr, dhokhov says little mere

than that they are handseme,

Na^ya ahumin is dessribed as

t a H with a good figare, and is said to give the appearanee
of radiant good health,

Anna Akimovna is plump and freWi

and is seen as beautiful to those people around her.
are impressed by her air of eieganoe,

They

Beyond these sparse

statements the reader is given no details about their
figure, their height, their hair, or their fsoial featiires.
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No m#atloa la mad# of their m«mm#rlm#e or the ton# of their
vole#.

Only Indirect reference le made to their clothing.

Anna la eald to have a beautiful ne* dree# to near on Chrlet*
maa Day# and beoauee ahe 1# the wealthy owner of the mill one
may aaeume by Implication that It would be of fine fabric
and faahlonable deelgn.

Anna Akimovna la referred to by her

lawyer friend In the only real deeerlptlon of her that appear#
In the atory.

Yet It la a deecrlptlon idiloh may# more for

the Impreealon ahe give# to him than for her actual appear
ance,

Lyeevloh, In epeaklng of her, eaya*
I adore her,,,I love her, but not becauee I am
a man and ah# 1# a woman. When I am with her I
alwaye feel a# though ahe belong# to acme third
aex, and I to a fourth, and we float away to*
gether Into the domain of the eubtleat chad##,
and there we blend Into the epectrum,..
Woman*#
Ylnadom. p. 24).

One underatand# here that Anna l# not being aeen and Inter
preted through her phyalcal qualltlee but through her
eplrltual being, which create# an eaaence apart from the
limitation# of her aex.

She 1# good-natured and oonelderate

of thoee around her, and particularly 1# ahe capable of
great aympathy and underctandlng for the member* of her
houaehold a# well a# for the famille# and worker# connected
with her mill.
In the #ame way Nadya 1# not a woman who 1# preeented
plctorlally.

Whatever che 1# phyelcally 1# not the l##ue

In the author*# mind.

One doe# bxow that che 1# ordinarily

high-spirited and gay In behavior and that her fiance Is
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proud of her.

Only when the fact that ahe is a woman af-

fecta her outlook on life and her emotional reaction to her
altuation doe# her ae% receive any particular wphaala In
the atory.
It la intereatlng to note that leaaer women within the
two atorlea are more graphically deacrlbed In contract to
the heroines.

In A Woman* a Elnmdam. Anna Akimovna* a maid

Kaaha, la given many linea of deecrlptlon throughout the
atory, ao that one knowa that ahe la quite beautiful with an
abundance of magnificent red hair and a owtplemlon that goes
with It harmoniously#

She la small and slender.

Walking

with little atepa, her whole mode of action la one of
delioate grace.

Bealdea being physically beautiful, Masha

la clever, gentle and devoted.

Although general state*

menta are made of her as well. It la still much easier to
picture Masha than her mlstress.

The reader la already

sufficiently familiar with a red head's cesgplexlon to have
some Idea what to expect when he reads the statement that
Masha had a cweplexlon that "goes with her hair."

It could,

of course, be marred by a crowd of freckles but from the
context of the story, as Anna Akimovna is describing the
attributes of the young lady, one gathers from the warmth of
her speech that Anna's admiration is based only on an ex*
ample of perfect beauty.
In Betrothed such minor characters as Nadya*a grand*
mother and mother are both pictured more clearly than is
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Nadya

The grandmother is said to he very stout,

She 1# a plain old lady with bushy eyebrows and a little
moustache.

Prom the fact that she often speaks loudly and

with great authority, one oan imagine her general deport
ment as one of determination and domination.

The mother is

a fair haired woman, small, tightly laoed in, and appears
quite young and spirited,

Although Ohekhov has been sparing

in these desorlptions, he has still given more attention to
the appearanee of the lesser oharaoters than to the pro
tagonists,

Not only will this attention to minor ehar&eters

be notioed in these two stories but In several others as
well.

In this way Chekhov has divided his people Into two

groups —

those whom the %*eader knows through the graphic

details of their physical being and those Who are known
through their emotions or thoughts.

In eaoh case the two

methods of description are rarely developed to an equal ex
tent within the same oharaoter.

As a result, the psychology

of the primary «haraoter is thrown into sharp relief against
individuals who are made real in an entirely differmit way,
With the protagonists the reader's attention is focused on
a thinking, feeling individual, set in an atmosphere that
is considerably simplified by descriptions which deal with
the more concrete and visual facts.
0:]^ A

Of the eight stories,

St^rv contains anything like an attempt to

create a visual as well as a psychological picture of the
h e ro .

B ut it should be remembered th a t I t is the chief
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©haracter, Nikolay Stopanovitoli» who gives the reader what
ever details are to be gained about his appearanee and status
and a# sueh they are highly subjective and even then are far
from complete,
Chekhov has given more attention to the heroes of his
stories than he has to the two women mentioned,

fet In the

case of the men as well, the Information Is scanty and comes
to the reader piecemeal.

Of the six men thr^e of them are

known to be tall and strongly built.

Two of thmm are physi

cally weak and are living out the last days of their lives.
Prom all other Indications It may be assumed that they are
withered and slight*

Bishop Pyotr Is described In the fol

lowing manner after his Illness has progressed almost to Its
end*
After an hour or so of haemorrhage the bishop
looked much thinner, paler, and wasted; his
face looked wrinkled, his eyes looked bigger,
and he seemed older, shorter, and It seemed to
him that he was thinner, weaker, more insigni
ficant than anyone, that everything that had
besm had retreated far, far away and w u l d
never go on again or be repeated. (The Bishop,
p. 359).
Bishop Pyotr and Nikolay Btepanovltch are men battling the
Infirmities of old age, and each one of them Is facing the
Imminence of death.

Nikolay Btepanovltch Is aware as he

goes about his usual duties that he has only six months
longer to live, while the Bishop, though he knows he Is
1 1 1 , evidently does not see In the Illness any mortal con
sequence.

What the reader knows of the latter Is limited
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almost eiolu#lT#ly to the symptoms and effaet# of the
illness.

He 1* afflicted with Inoreaalng weakness and

aohes throu^ont his whole body.

His biywithlng is labored,

hia throat Is parohed and each day he is fewerlsh.

Unable

to sleep well, he compound# his Illness by lack of rest*
In this infirmity Nikolay atepanovltch shares the same has*
ards.

He says of himself that If he were to describe the

present manner of his life he would haws to give a forwmost
place to the Insomnia from which he has suffered during the
past months, with the result that he too is considerably
weakened and left a prey to depression and a general feeling
of Illness*

Nikolay Stepanovitdh goes further than any of

the other characters In describing him^self*

Neither Kisail

Alexeyloh nor Nikitin refer to themselves directly,

Nikolay

Stepanovloh reveals himself to be a man of a stooped, narrow
physicque, a bald head, false teeth and a tic
He says too that his g^mwral expression la sad but that
when he smiles his face is marked by a web of "aged-looking,
deathly wrinkles,"

Since he is a teacher and his voice plays

an important part in his profession, it is not surprising
that Nikolay would mention that his voice has become harsh,
dry, and monotonous with his advancing age and increasing
Illness,
Chekhov's total comment about Nikitin is contained In
an observation by one of Nikitin's acquaintances that,
despite his moustache and beard, Nikitin appears very young.
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His appearance Is much younger than Nlkltln would prefer, am
It t u m e out later In hie own reaction to the observation.
There la no Indication of hie height, strength, or build, or
of the color of hie hair, eyes, or complexion.

Nor are any

cluee given so that these details may be deduced.
The reader Is told of Mlsall Alexeyloh by the oharaoter
himself.

He le tall emd strong, strong enough for manual

labor, whl<A Interests him more than Intellectual pursuits.
He mentions In a passing comment on his age that his hair
Is greying slightly at the temples,

% e reader Is told

about Mlsall*s clothing but no extensive detail Is given
about Mlsall himself.

The reader knows that despite the

eoonomlo and social position of Mlsall's father, Mlsall him*
self Is poorly dressed throughout the story except for the
pair of blue serge trousers idilch be reserves for special
oooaslons.
Clothing Is mentioned specifically In reference to the
oharaoter# of Andrey Teflmltch Ragln and Yshov Ivanlch
Terekov,

Andrey Yeflmlteh, a big man with large hands and

feet, the heavy coarse face of an overfed, Inter^erate Inn
keeper with small eyes and a large red nose. Is dressed In a
wrinkled old suit and a soft, unstarched shirt.
appearance Is one of complete carelessness.

His whole

Even though

Andrey Yeflmltoh Is large, he walks softly, almost cautious
ly,

His voice, oomlng frwn so large a man, Is pitched In a

high, soft tenor range.
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In contrast to the rumpled, neglected appearance of
Andrey Yeflmlteh, Yahov Ivanloh le alwaye clean and neat In
his manner of dress.

He wears either a long jerkin of good

cloth or a black sheepskin coat and, peculiarly enough,
galoshes even when the weather Is dry*

Yahcw Ivanlch Is

another tall man, very handsome with his long beard hanging
nearly to hie waist, though his bushy eyebrows give his face
a stem, even lll«*natured, expression.
These men, as well as the women mentioned previously,
are also set off by minor characters who are given more de*
tailed descriptions,

Several of the patients of Audrey

Yeflmltoh are pictured more graphically than la Andrey him*
self.

Huch a description appears In reference to one patient,

a gentleman by birth, and about the age of thirty*three%
I like his broad face with Its high cheek*
bones, always pale and unhappy, and reflecting,
as though In a mirror, a soul tormented by con*
fllct and long*contlnued terror, His grimaces
are stramge and abnoMsal, but the delicate
lines traced on his face by profound, genuine
suffering show Intelligence and sense, and there
Is a warm and healthy light In his eyes. I like
the man himself, courteous, anxious to be of use,
and extraordinarily g w t l e to everyone except
Nikita,., (Xard go.
p. 32*33),
Again, In Rie Teacher of Literature. Nikitin's sister*In*
law Varya Is Introduced as:
It was always Varya who started the arguments
at tea; she was good*loeklng, handsomer than
Masha, and was considered the cleverest and
most cultured person In the house, and she be*
haved with dignity and severity, as an eldest
daughter should who has taken the place of her
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d®ôd mother in the hou»®.,,” (The Teaeher of
m r n m ü . p. 241.42),
Mo sueh eompleteneee of detail 1» to he found In Chekhov* e
main oharaoter#»

There 1# no traolng of the line# of Buffer

ing and unhapplnee# upon their f&oe*, no Interpretation of
behavior and manner.

It 1# lmpo##lble to vleuallie the appeeur.

anoe of any of ^ e e e oharaoter# 1^ euoh feature# a# build*
height, coloration, e%pre##lon or manner,

8uoh terme a#

”#lokly-looklng," "a lady,** "no longer quite young," only add
to the Indlmtlnet Impreealon left v l ^ 1Ü%e reader,
oharaoter# do have Individuality,

Yet the

That they are different

from the minor oharaoter# lAio are endowed with a greater dogree of phyeloal detail 1# evident, hut thl# dlfferenoe can
not be eald to exlat merely In #%pearanoe#»

The depletion

of thee® heroe# and heroine# re#t# on other feature# than
the mere phyeloal.

The baokground# of Chekhov*# heroe# and

heroine# are equally varloue.
ferent origin#.

They r^^reeent eeveral dif

Three of them are the ohlldren of the

intelllgentela, two of them come from parent# belonging to
the lower working ola##» two were email property owner# belonging to the middle ola##.

Though one, Mlkolay Stepanovloh,

remain# a myotery a# far a# parental etatua 1# oonoemed, It
1# probable ^lat be oame from a ola## whloh would be able
to give him the neoeeeary eoonomlo and eoolal etandlng to
reaeh hi# eventual emlnenoe.
Of the three Whoee father# were of the lntelllgent#la.
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Ml«ail Alexeyloh*# wa« am arohlteet for the town In «hieh
he lived.

Him wife had died aeveral year# hefoipe, hut he

remained In hi a large heuae with hi# daughter acting aa hla
heateaa and houaekeeper while he waa reeponalble far deelgnIng all the homea and geve%*mental bulldlnga of the town.
At the beginning of thla atory* Klaall Alexeyloh live# with
hla father and alater and after a quarrel wlüiln the family
ewer the aon^a occupation, the latter movea out of hla fath
er*# houae to live aoroaa town with hla old nurae.

Blahop

Pyotr* a family had belonged to the clergy alnee the Ohrlatlanlaatlon of Ruaala* or ao It waa aald,

Hla father had

been a deacon, hla grand-father had been a prleat, and hla
great-grandfather b*d been a deacon.

The Mahop'a mother,

now an elderly woman living with her daughter and aon-lnlaw, had lived In the aame poor village from the time ahe
waa alxteen to the age of alxty,

G&e had had nine children

and now had forty grandchildren.

The family, at the time

Bliüiop Pyotr waa a youth had been a happy one; all hla
memorlec were filled with hla mother*# tendemeaa and de
votion to him and %ie deep Interemt of all the family In
the church.
The father of Audrey Yeflmltoh had been a doctor of
medicine and a auxgeon, and under the influence of the
Ideaa of the alxtlea had atrongly objected to hie eon* a
leaning# toward the church.

Since the alxtlea were filled

with a movement advocating active eoolal aervioe, of
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castiag a«ay the meditative, erltleal and Inaotive spirit
that had epread through the Imtelllgenteia, the reader may
Tleuallae Andrey Yeflmlteh*# father aa rejeotlng any eon*
templatlve withdrawal frma po#ltlve aetlvlty In the world
of aoelety.

Andrey state# to hi# postmaster friend Mihail

Aweryanltoh that hi# father "made him" go Into medlolne
rather than allow him the Intelleetwal life he might have
followed.
Anna Akimovna and Nlkltln had both had very poor ehild*
hoods, and in the ease of the latter, a very unhappy one*
While Nlkltln had been oiphaned ** one never leaims anything
about hi# family

Axma Akimovna had lived with her parents

In the squalid workingmen*# tenemwits*

Her unole, the owner

of the mill in whloh her father was employed, owned a
beautiful big mansion.

Her father and unole had never got*

ten along very well with eaoh other beoauee of her father*#
happy, carefree, and haphaaard attitude toward money, re*
speotabllity, and power*

It was this laok of seriousness

whloh alienated his brother*# trust wad formed suOh a direct
oontrast to the miserly, relentless, and pious oharaoter of
the mill owner,

Evwtually, as the years went by, the unole

relented in his attitude toward his relatives and saw to it
that Anna Akimovna was eduoated by a govoMoess, that she
was brought up as an elegant lady, and that she was made his
heir to the mill as well as his private property,
Great-grandmother Terekhov, referred to in The Murder.
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had built the tavern Mhloh passed down through the suqeeeding generations of her family, resting finally in the hand#
of her great-grandson Yahov Ivanioh.

Ihe lereldiov family

had always been extremely piou# wid given to Independent
thinking on matters of faith#

It va# not surprising then

that eaoh generation had disoovered its own direotion, and
that it was in many oases different from that of the generation previous.

The great-grandmother had been an Old Be

liever lAile her eon had become orthodox, eventually refusing
meat and Imposing silence upon himself in his old age.

His

two sons had been orthodox as well, but their sons, the
génération of Yabov Ivanlch and his cousin Matvei, had
battled their own way to faith, Matvei through extreme
praotloes of worship to orthodoxy and Yshov Ivan! eh from
orthodoxy to seirvloes Independwt of the supervision of the
church.

After Yahov*s wife had died, he continued to live

in and run the tavern with his sister, his daughter, and
his cousin, Matvei.
It was Nadya's grandmother, too, who owned the property
which supported her grand-daughter, her daughtei^in-law
(Nadya's mother), and herself,

Mxcept that Nadya's mol&er

had not loved him, Nadya's father is never mentioned in the
story.

The other member of the household was the son, dasha,

of a distant relative of the grandmother.

It was the grand-

mother who was the person of most Importanoe in the house
hold, not only because she provided for them all, but beeauae
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it ML* @h@

wae the mere f»ro*fUl. of the iMlirlduala under

her roof.
Some parent* of thl* group of eight oharaoter* belong
to the Intelllgentela, but the majority of the parent* belong
to two different ola****.

Here again, the bond between the

oharaoter* 1* not to be found In elmllarlty of family pool*
tlon, even though eome few euoh tie# do e%l*t.

Any oloee

oomparleon muet root on a more fundamental bael*.

If It doe*

not ezlet In ;A%y*loal appea%%n*e, age, or parental baokground.
It muet be eought eleeehere.
In eoonomlo etatu* one at laet dleoover# *ome oommon
elament*.

?r<M& an eoonomlo #tandpolnt, all of the eight

oharaoter* are flnanolally lnd«wp#hdent, and If not In a
etate of affluenoe at the time,the reader meet* them, at
leaet they have known oomfort and eeourlty In the paet,
either through their own effort* or the effort* of their
famille* before them,

Nlkltln ha* had to f l ^ t hi* way up

from the poverty of hi* ohlldhood Tmt through the year* he
ha* made hi* own way to hi* high eohool poeltlon a* litera
ture tea<her.

A* he explain* It, he ha* worked hard for hi*

reward* and gain* and he feel* that he juotly deaerve* to
enjoy them a* they oome to him.

Whatever happlne** 1* eon-

talned within theee reward*. It 1* rightly hi* to taete to
the full.

Anna Akimovna, though familiar with poverty In

the early year* of her life too, wa* ralaed out of the mleery
of want and hard work to a poeltlon of wealth and position
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as owner of her uncle* s mill,

ahe hme risen from a oommon

mlllmorker* 0 daughter to the Lady Bountiful of the very
friend# and fellow workingmen of her father*
upon with a mixture of awe and reaentment.

She 1# looked
With money and

Influenoe at her dlepoaal she Is out off from the ordinary
oaires of everyday survival amd need entertain no thought
for the neoessltles of life*

She may well be the wealthiest

of all the oharaoters in this group.
Certainly more rloh than his neighbors Is Yahov Ivanloh.
lAtvel, his oousln, «^eeulates with his oohorts on the value
of the property shl<Ai Yahov administers and whloh he, Matvei,
feels Is rightly half his.

They eonelude that It Is no

little amount, despite the frugal behavior of Yahov and his
sister.

Yahov Ivanloh Is disliked by his neighbors and the

friends of his eousln not so much for his money In the faee
of their debts and needs, as for the faet that he believes
differently than they do, that he Is strong#mlnded and In#
dependent In his praetlees of worship and his thought.
Among the folk of the oemmunlty the Terekhov*# are known as
the "Okodlles" and the people spar# no opportunity to taunt
and rldleule these "Codlles," who appear so strange and re*
mote from them.
Bishop Pyotr and Andrey Yeflmlteh are eomfortably
supported by the Institutions with whloh they are affiliated.
Both live In quarters provided by those Insltutlons, the
Bishop living in the Pankratlevsky Monastery and Andrey
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Yeflmlteh stajing at one of the cottage# connected with the
hoepital,

Since the church provldee for the Blehop'e earth

ly need# he le not concerned with them In the leaet.

And of

oouree, the poeltlon of euffragan blehop le of enough Influ
ence, not only within the (Aiur^ but within eoclety ae well,
to i n e u M great reepect and awe amozig all who oome In contact
with him.

Andrey Yeflmltoh hae provided for all hie need#

to a eufflolent degree eo that he need not worry about a
judlcloue adherence to a faithful administration of hie
medical duties.

In the course of the etory, he apparently

rwialne free from the threat of removal from hie poeltlon,
barring of course the very situation whloh rises to hound
him to %*uln.
Nadya, though dependent upon her grandmother Is able
to find the means to leave her home to pursue her own life,
how this Is possible Is never made absolutely clear, but It
may be assumed that the grandmother may still have contri
buted to at least part of her support.

The grandmother owns

rows of shops In the market place, and owns as well the oldfashioned house and garden In which her family lives.

Here

wae a respectable provincial family, able to entertain their
friends graciously, and respected enough socially to have
matched Nadya to the son of the village priest.

Dependent

for a time too wae Mlsall Alexeyich who finally broke from
the financial ease he had known while living with his father
to earn his own way In the world of the common workman.
Unable to hold a job —

or at least the type of job which
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hlm fa th e r had mho men f o r h la —

he lo s t a l l fin a n e la l

eeourlty am well am modal mtandlng with him removal from
him father'm houme and Influwme.

Of all the el(gxt, Mlmall

Aleieyioh lomem heavily In him rehellloum aetlon; he Im
often pennllemm and hungry and for a long time Im moomed by
moolety beoauee of him laok of mteady employment, him playing
of billiard# In the oheapemt tavemm, and eeveral appearanee#
before the polio#

all thla, Inoldently, before he mould

make him own way.
Am the hero of

Dreary 8 ^ r v . Nikolay atepanovitOh

one# enjoyed a revered poeltlon and the eoonomlo eeourlty
Whloh aeoompanied it, even though he and him Awelly are at
the time the etory begin# bemleged by humiliating and degrad*
Ing debtm.

They live In a oonmtant effort to feign an air

of luxury and liberality In the premenoe of guemtm and ohanoe
vlmltore.

But In the aotual mourae of the etory at leamt

the eoolal poeltlon of the family remalnm emmure,

Nikolay

Stepanovltoh Im well known amd highly rempeoted by the momt
arlmtooratle pereonm, having been Intimately aoqualnted with
dlmtlngulmhed men of learning for twenty*flve to thirty
yearm.

The profeemor la a mtan of wide fame, yet unable to

pay the back wage# of the footman.
Theme eight protagonlete reprement In equal number#
both the gentry and the middle olama.

The mill owner (Anna),

the high mehool teaoher (Nlkltln), the tavern owner (Yahov),
and the shop owner (N a d ya 's grandmother) a l l b e lo n g to the
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middle classî ehlle the Bishop (Pyotr), the doctor (Andrey),
the painter (Mlsall), and the medical school professor
(Nikolay) belong to the gentry class.

Although each of the

eight shares with tlie others relative freedom from financial
worries and eaoh of the eight is well established, the
oharaoterlzatlon of them on this basis alone Is not suob that
they are unmlstakably of one type.
In fact, none of these criteria
tures, heritage, or eoonomlo status —

age, physical fea*
establish any real

homogeneity among these characters; nor do these criteria
allow the reader to visualise the (Aiaraeters In any detail.
Compared to the minutely detailed char&oterlsatlons of such
Russian contemporaries as Turgenev and Tolstoy, or such
western European ones as Zola and Dickens, Chekhov contri
butes virtufdly nothing toward the plctorlallsatlon of his
characters.

Tolstoy was particularly able In the expression

of external appearances.

It waa typical in him to reveal

through external aqppearance many psychological processes,
so that physical traits correspond to traits of soul and
mind.
A delicate, attz%ctlve figure symbolizes the
esthetic sensitivity of his female Characters;
the weH-%\>unded head, the strong back and
shoulders, stand for the more complete, roundedoff male character; the puffed-out chest betrays
Inward hollowness, hasty movements Indicate
mental resltlveness; a lax body of a woman represents a soul lost In the duties of dally llfe.*^
ip

p. 64,

As pointed out by Rene Fueloep-Mlller, Frodor

WjA, ael

(i'**Yo^rTpso),
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Turgenev* # method of ohameterlzatIon wag referred to by
Henry Jamess
An Idea with him le eueh and eudh an individual»
with euoh and euAi a neee and Ain, e u A and e u A
a hat and vaiateoat, hearing the aame relation to
It am the look of a printed word doe# to It# meaeH,
Ing»
Theee too noveliete, Toletoy and Turgenev, Aronlole every
feature of their figure», every dally activity, and that
expose every momwit and detail of their live» to the public
eorutiny of the re^^er,

Ohekhov# by contract, doee not de

pend upon e u A a partioularlaed view to place before hie
audlenoe Aaraotere equally alive and eeemlngly Individual.
Hie method» do not involve the lieting of phyeloal feature»,
the cataloguing of pereonal belonging», the dlary-like
account» of each day*# pae»ing, the ecrutlnlalng of «avironmental and heritary influence».

In comparing varloue pro

tagonist», one find» that Chekhov doee not give adequate
detail for e u A oomparleon,

When elmllarltiee may be found,

baeed on a comeon physical trait or activity of some kind,
it may also be discovered that other trait» seem to negate
any attmapt to claee the figure» vithin a single type,
@ u A a lack of conformity, baeed on physical, eoolal,
and economic factors, doee not fora the true baeie for
similarity among Chekhov*» protagonlete*

Yet a pronounced

similarity does exist and lmpre#»ee Itself on any reader
Quoted by Fueloep-Mlller, p. 74.
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who reads these particular stories.

Since the source of

this kinship does not make itself known in the usual methods
of factual characterisation, it must reet in other aspects
of the character -- perhaps either, in the situations in
lAilch the characters are to he found or in their relationship
to that situation, a relationship created by their inner
personality.

III.

The Hero in His Environment

In saying that the mature stories of Anton Chekhov are
distinctive In their revelation of a particular mood, one
implies that that mood, is oomposed of elements oommon to
all the works.

It is in faet the total contribution and

integration of these elements which compose the general
quality called mood.

Gharaoterisatlon, if it is to oontrl-

buta directly to the creation of a particular mood, will ex*
hibit mutual components in all the stories distinguished by
that mood.
To show that oharaoter!satlon is used as a primary
source of Influence upon the creation of the Ohekovian mood,
the eight stories in this study have been analyzed in order
to isolate the common elements, distinctive and unique, from
which the mood of the stories arises.

3o far this analysis

has dealt with the external features of Characterization
age, physical appearance, and social and eoonomic status
and it has been found that such external treatment has been
minimized by the author to include only the most sket^y de*
tails.

It is obvious that the strength of the characteri*

sation lies in a method independent of such considerations*
As has been said before, one may conclude that since Oheldiov's
characters represent a variety of physical types and descrip*
tions, Chekhov considered such information of little im
portance to his main purpose.
43

He was Interested primarily
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in oommimioating to the reader, if not the sense of eon?m*
tional heroes and villains In conflict, or standard Images,
the pattern of human existence lived with mounting tension,
Ihls tension Is an internal condition, going on within the
Individuals themselves and determining not only their adjust*
ment to or acceptance of their physical world hut their a*
blllty to adjust to that world.

It Is a tension which con*

corns the soul first of all, and affects, or Is affected hy,
%ie WLvlronment insofar as that environment represents the
source of conflict.

It Should be kept in mind that the slg*

nlflcance of the environment lies not so much In its physical
reality as In Its psyshologisal Impact upon the protagonist.
Chekhovas world Is predominantly that of the middle*
class In the late nineteenth century Russia.

In his tales

the characters most commonly are troubled Intellectuals i&o
talk Incessantly about their Ideals and ^ e l r vices, their
longings and frustrations.

They are men whose wlll*power

o f t w falls short of the hopes and ambitions they have en*
tertalned for thmmselves; they are women fresh from reading
the sermons of Ibsen, the New W ^ e n whose experiments in
social freedom or sexual equality leave them touched with
disillusionment.

For the typical Chekhov tale or play Is

about people who find themselves In a trap, or a box.
There Is %ie woman who hopes to Improve her lot by leaving
her dull husband and going off with her lover to some resort.
There Is the couple idio hope that life will be better In the
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country than In the city; or the slaters «ho plan to esoape
from the provinces and go to Moscow,

But nothing happens,

or at least nothing happens as they planned; and the %diole
world still s e w s to make no sense to t h w .

They oontlnue

to be tormented by their doubts, and above all by an atmos*
phere of suspense, of waiting for something, idiloh reflects
the era in which Chekhov wrote, the last decades before the
great Russian revolution.
What a man does with his life is dependent upon many
influences —

his family baokground, his response to his

surroundings, his own desires and aptitudes, the desires and
demands of those persons around him, and certainly the element
of ohanoe or accident*

All act and interact upon the in*

dividual as he moves toward the choice of his life*s work.
To analyse fully each of these generalized influences is im*
possible here, but one must be aware always that Chekhovas
protagonists, as they appear in these particular stories,
are portrayed after this process of assimilation has taken
place*
The reader is introduced to five out of the eight pro
tagonists after they have found themselves unable to break
away from the unhappy consequences of the lives they lead.
The heroes of Tgagi

6, ^ grgaEl ^ 2 :1 , & & &!&&&, 351

Mui^der and the heroine of jt Woman's Xlngdom have been trapped
by their occupations and environments and have little choice
except to regret that they are not able to pursue their
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momt Imtemme demlrem,

Nikolay StmpamoYiteh (A Praarj Stoyy)

and Biahop Pyotr (The Biehoo) arm already old men at the feeginnlng of their rempeotiYe mtoriem and no* ^ e y réalité
that even though their live# have been muooemmful and full
of aotivity, Wiey have not known true happinemm,

Vith life

oomlng to an end, there i# no ohanoe of their finding, or
eettlng out all over again to mearoh for, that happineem,
Andrey Yefimitoh (Mdrd No.

and Yahov Ivanloh

Xurdor).

having purmued their everyday routinea through many year#,
all the Tdiile aware of their dimmatimfaotlon and doubt, are
premented in mltuatlone whloh are oreated by the mimmanage#*
ment of their live# and idiloh eventually bring about their
ruin*

Although mtill young, Anna Akimovna

Noonan*# King

dom) ia already helpleaa to ohange the oourae of her life,
and ean eaeape only through her imagination*

The other

three oharaotera are preeented in varioua atagee of revolt
againat the regimen of their dally livea.

Nadya ahumin

(Bethrothed) appeara in a quandary throughout the major
portion of her atory, but by ita end the haa oome to a de*
oialon whloh promiaea her freedom*
to Ml mail Alexeyloh

The reader ia introduoed

Ifif#) &a he makea hla break from hla

father'a houae and the parental expeotationa of hla future,
and from then on followa the oourae of hla aearoh for
aooeptanoe end happineaa in an unfamiliar mode of life.
The third story of this group, the aooount of Nlkltln'a
marriage (The Teaoher of Literature) and hie eventual outburst
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a g a in s t i t ,

re v e a l# a gradual disillusionment with a teaeher* s

way of life and the Inoreaslng realisation that only trough
revolt oan he esoape suoh a life.

Regardless of their aooept

anoe o%* rejection of the course of their lives, all of the
eight protagonists find enough wrong In their existence to
he thrown Into a state of dejection and disgust.

This state

or condition remains the crucial point In a consideration of
their envlx*onment.
It m l ^ t have hewi possible that all of these eight
people would end in the same occupational pigeon hole, hut
Gheldiov has not let this he the case.

Again, the similarity

does not exist In the particularities of an exact activity
for among this group of people there Is a doctor, a clergy
man, two teachers, a student, a laborer, a mill owner, and
a tavern owner.

As a result of such differences In occupa

tion one would expect that their training would be dissimi
lar as well.

Yet here, they deserve a closer look.

The

doctor, the clergyman, the teachers, and the student have
all had more than a minimum education.

With the exception

of one of the teachers, all have been to the university and
It Is possible that he might have gone too, though the
nature of his teaching duties In the high school would not
have required that of him.
tutored by governesses.

Even the mill owner hae been

While Oiekhov does not mention

the nature or extent o f the education. It would probably
consist o f more than the u s u a l grade, school-high scho ol
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a o tlT ity .

Though th e la b o r e r and th e tavern owner probably

had the le a s t formal e d u c a tio n of the g ro u p , even they have
had Bome epeolflc trainings

So here, out of eight people,

at leaat #1% of them are well educated,
JEduoatlon hae left a particular mark on thoee who were
eipoeed to it and who pwflted by it, mo that theme mix at
learnt have certain abllltlem and menmlbllltlem In common.
In the flrmt place, they mhare a kind of enthumlamm or demire
which encouragea them to go on with their Intellectual pur*»
multm,

Jumt how far thlm Intereet and predllmotion ham been

carried Im evident In their mubmequent remtlemmnemm and
dlmmatlmf&ctlon.

They have learned to expect more fram their

llvem than their everyday aotlvltlea have provided.

Thome

who have been highly educated have dlmcovered that they mle#
the humanizing Influence of other people, that their ape*
clallzed aotlvltlea have cut them off from the joym and
aorrowm of the average permon.

In addition, their éducation

ham either made theme characterm dlmmatlmfled with the lack
of Intellectual mtlmulatlon around thsm and In some eamem
(ffy L1X#A

2 I Literature) made them dlmgumted with

the theorizing of the Intelllgentmla and their lack of con»
mtzmctlve activity,
Mimall Alexeyloh, Nikolay Stepanovltch, Audrey Yeflmlt^
and Nadya Shumln are active In the exercice of their Intel»
loot.

Theme c h a ra c te rs take great in t e r e s t In reading and

In dlmcummlng p o in ts o f philosophy, e th ic s and theology.
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Nadya, though she i s eager t o enjoy suoh p u r s u it s . I s
young and acquainted w ith them primarily th ro u g h th e i n fluence of Sasha (her friend who also lived vlth Nadya's
grandmother),

Sasha, In urging Nadya to Inrsak away from the

family* s Influence and expectations for her future hy going
to the university, Is similar In his Ideas to the student
Pyotr Sergeyevltoh Trofimov, of The Cherry Orohard.

In

Trofimov's conversations with Anya, he speaks eloquently
and Idealistically of breaking with the past, saying
,,,It is clear that to begin to live In the
present we must skplate our past, we must
break with It; and we can expiate It only by
suffering, by extraordinary unceasing la*
bour,
Sasha urges Nadya, In much the same way as he pleetds with
her to leave the "stagnant, grey, sinful" life around her
to"help transféra

the unthinking animal crowd Into individ

uals Who know %Aiat they are living for," (Betrothed, p,

But While Nadya Shumln Is being encouraged to explore
new worlds, to use her mind to transform her life and the
llvem around her, the ^ r e e men mentioned above have already
experienced and found enjoyment In the pursuit of the
"wider" world.

Indeed, It i s

just because of this enjoy*

ment that they find themselves at odds with their everyday
lives,

They a re beginning to discover that t h e i r knowledge

Anton Ohekhov, The Cherry Orchard, In Four Areat Plays
(New York, 1958), p, 92.
------
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o f a more i n t e l l e c t u a l w o rld o n ly I n t e n s if ie ® their d is 
s a t is f a c t io n w ith th e n a rro w , mundane a c t i v i t i e s w hich d@mand their attention.
Andrey Yef1mltoh, the doctor In charge of Ward Ho, 6,
loves intelligence and honesty with great devotion.

To him

th e i n t e l l e c t i s the most important thing in life, to be
developed and c h e ris h e d above all o th e r things.

He says o f

It that
...everything In this world is Insignificant and
uninteresting except the higher manifestations
of the human mind. Intellect draws a sharp line
between ^ e animals and man, suggests the divinity
of the latter, and to some extent even takes the
place of the immortality which does not exist,
Oonsequently the Intellect is the only possible
source of wjcymmit,,, (Ward Ho. 6, p, $4),
To add enjoyment to his life, Andrey YeflmltCh applies his
mind to the reading of many books on philosophy and history,
WiWiing ardently for the stimulation of conversation with
kindred souls, and finding none around him, he has to be
content with his books.

Significantly enough, he finds

nothing in his profession to «ceourage him to read its
professional journals regularly.
with only one medical journal.

As a result, he keeps up
Science, he is reported to

have said, does not really interest him; his natural bent
is in neither the direction of science In general nor in
medicine In particular.
On the other hand, Nikolay Stepanovltch Is interested
only in science.

He believes it to be the most important
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and e s s e n t ia l t h in g i n th e l i f e

o f man.

He has no Interest

in p h ilo s o p h y o r theology; a l l h is energies go in t o th e
teaohlng of and the enoouragwent of Interest In solenoe.
He is as dedicated to the subject as Andrey Yefimitoh Is un<*
Interested In it,

Mlsall Aleieylch, thouj^ not en^iuslastl-

oally oommltted to any particular study, has an Interest and
leaning toward Intellectual pleasures which he names as the
theatre and reading.

He has often imagined himself a teacher,

a doctor, or a writer, but as dreams they have never been
realised.

On one occasion he comments that tjiough he has

been employed In eo-called Intellectual jobs, he believes
that he has probably never enoountered real Intellectual work.
He is not sure that he would have recognized it had he been
faced wlti It, nor Is he sure that he Is oapable of such
work*
In these four people, there Is a common predilection
for reading and thought.

Qy training emd natural prefer-

ence tjiey have been used to dealing with Ideas.
their Interests are not In accord —
for Instance —

Although

science vs, philosophy,

the nature of these Interests Is suoh that

they require a contemplative and Inquiring mind.

And this

Is idiat each of these people can share with the other.
The reader learns through concrete statements about the
Interests of the characters, even though four of them are
not discussed In the e x a c t context of their Intellectual
preferences.
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One of theae four, Anna, Akimovna, the rich helreaa,
rea ds and e n jo y s s t im u la t io n id e a s and p h ilo s o p h ic a l con»
versatlon.

She dlscusaea with her lawyer friend the mean*

ln(g and purpose of living and looks forward to their ocea*
slonal discussions cf literature»

In a scene with Lysevloh

In tdilch he Is desorlhlng the details of a novel by Maupas*
sant, I t tu r n s o u t that she has already read i t
familiar with It.

and i s

But she Is enthralled by his manner of

bringing the words alive again, in adding o d o r and vivacity
to the story that she had read.

Of the other characters,

similar hints must be noticed In order to gain some insight
into their intellectual pursuits,

For example. Bishop

fyotr, being 111 and tied down to a tight schedule of
ecclesiastical duties, cannot pursue his personal pleasures,
lAatever they may be,

Chekhov does not mention what they

Would be, now that Byotr la a Bishop,

Yet the reader knows

that In the past he has been a teacher of Oreek and has been
a devoted student and teacher for many of his earlier years.
It Is also known that while abroad, the Bishop had had time
to read and write, things long since denied him because of
the pressure of his religious duties.
Yahov Ivanish is probably the least Inclined of all to
ward any Intellectual pursuit beyond the study of the Bible.
In this he excels, but his fanatical obsession with order
for the sake of o rd e r bespeaks more for a limited mind rather
than one w hich welcomes new and d i f f e r e n t ideas,

N i k i t i n Is
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another oharaotor who would break with the Intelleetual life
and find a place for h im me l f In the laboring forcee.

In this

respect he Is akin to Klsall Alexloh.
In varying degrees then, it may be said that the char*
asters under consideration are able to enjoy Intellectual
pleasures of some description*

Whether they have had e%*

tensive scholastic training or not, they have all been faml*
liar with books and reading.

Ideas which deal with philosophy,

science, literature, and theology are not foreign to thmm,
even though Individually they may be more familiar with one
field than another,
Vlth %ie suggestion of kinship In matters of the mind,
one arrives at a consideration of idiat these people do with
their minds,

Vhat have they chosen as their work and just

how successful have they been?

If all these characters had

chosen the same job or the same situation, this Ibet would
strengthen their perceived similarity,

A»t again It must

be remembered that they r^resent several situations, sev*
oral occupations, and as will be seen, several reactions to*
ward their situations,

Though it cannot be said that the

situations In Wiemselves permit the drawing of any generall*
cation about the group. It can be said that such a basis
exists within the Individuals themselves.
Ihifortunately for their subsequent peace of mind nearly
all of these people are spending their days at work not of
their own preference,

Andrey Yefiaitch had had Intentions
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of going in t o th e c le r g y eh en he flnlmhed h ig h s ^ o o l .
B ut in s te a d , he t r a in e d h im s e lf i n m e d ic in e , giving in to
the insistence of his father, lAio w e

influenced by the

idea of activity being dedicated to the good of society, an
idea very strong in the sixties.

Medicine as an occupation

was b o ught to be more in keeping with the idea of "being a
citizen," of working for the people in an active, c o n s tru e tlve way rather than withdrawing Into the contwsplative life
of the clergy.
Following his medical training, dndrey fefimltch was
made responsible for a county hospital.

When he took over

his duties at the hospital he worked zealously to keep up
with the work.

He spent swtny long hours seeing each patient,

prescribing medication and performing suigery.

Even before

his coming, the hospital had been plagued by flagrant
irregularities and malpractices, in addition to the presence
of unbelievable filth and stench in the wards, insects and
rodents that crawled everyiAiere, a desperate lack of surgi*
oal equipment and theft from patients by the superintendent
and the housekeeper.

Most of these irregularities and

negligence failed to upset Andrey fefimitch, however, and
though he did ask the nurses and attendants not to sleep in
the wards, much remained the same after his arrival.

Be-

cause of the increasing burden of work and the continued
lack of assistance, even in the face of suoh desperate need
for i t ,

th e d o c to r came to the p o in t %#here he seldom v i s i t e d
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the ward# —

aeelng patient# enly far Y#%y abort period#,

during w hich he confined himeelf to aeklng only brief questlon# and mechanically preacrlblng the admlnlctratlon of
oaetor oil or volatile ointment.

He had long clnce given

up any private practice of hi# own and rarely haid anything
at all to do with aurgery.

Hi# activity ^roughout the

story la typified by an Inevitable feeling of monotony and
the uaeleaaneas of trying to keep iqp with hi# dutle#*

Pore*

moat In hi# mind 1# the thought of eaoaplng to hi# own
quarters to pursue hi# favorite reading.

HI# day# are one

long attwipt to stay clear of the demand# of the hospital
and to preserve hi# quiet a^edule of reading and thought.
Only In converaatlon with one of hi# friend#* and later,
with one of hi# patient* doe# he make any departure from
hi# usual habit#.
Similarly, BliAop Pyotr, the ailing cleric, ha# long
been committed to a rigidly set routine of habit and duty.
Beoauee of hi# disregard of reWlng, and consequently of
all hi# school work. Bishop Pyotr a# a child up to the age
of fi%een had been a great source of concern for hi# family.
Illnes# and hi# underdeveloped state prompted thm# to con
sider discontinuing hi# schooling and placing him In a
shop Instead.

But T:^ the time he was In hi# mid-twenties,

the Bishop had already attended the seminary, had taught
Greek for three year# there, and had gone on to become a
monk.

For a short tim e before taking h is degree a t the
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aemlnary# he had been a eohool Inepeetor,

A t t h ir t y - t w o ,

he had become M o t o r of the emalnary and not long after,
he wae ooneeorated arohlmandlte,

Illneee forced him to heed

the medical advice to live atoroad in a warmer, leee severe
climate,

While living in the eouth, he conducted eervlcee

in a new ohuroh, and was allowed time enough to read and
even to write.

He was alwaye to look back on these e i ^ t

years as peaceful, happy times, reminding him of the way
his life might have been.
After Bishop Pyotr was recalled to Russia and made a
suffragan bishop, he found himself burled in mountains of
paper work involving the rating of and ranking of lesser
clergymen.

Besides this he had increased duties —

special

services, visitations, the receipt of petitions and charities,
over and beyond the regular services prescri^d by the
church*

More and more ^ e Bishop now feels cut off from

personal contact with other people because of the position
and power which he holds.

More and more he has become con

vinced that he would much rather have remained a lowly
parish priest.

He would gladly exchange the remote and

lonely life of a bishop for the human contact and friendship
so much a part of the life of a priest.

It is his position

and rank which hold him prisoner,
This same prison of rank has confined Anna Akimovna as
heiress and mill owner.

The daughter of a workingman, b o rn

to the ways of poverty and human struggle, Anna was taken by
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h e r unole to toe ©dueated a# a la d y .

Her l i f e #

as th e heir

of her uncle, Is confined to the austerely beautiful houee
on the hill shore she distributes gifts and money to the poor
and accepts the rlslts and greetings of sorhers, school boys#
relatives of the household, old friends of her uncle, peti
tioners# and officials of the business,

dhe knows herself

to be completely unprepared to run her uncle's business.
She has no Interest in nor understanding of It, though she
feels akin to the workers and their difficulties.

She is

perfectly aware of the fact that she Is being cheated by many
of the people in managerial positions under her# as well as
by her legal advisors.

But she Is used to It and because

she does not know how to correct the situation, how to choose
worthy people to fill the positions and oversee the work,
she is forced to overlook it#

Bach day finds her wandering

from room to room, wondering what to do wllji herself.

Know

ing that she is without real use to anyone* she wishes fer
vently tki&t she had been able to remain in the working class
where she could have married and had a family like other
women.

This seems denied her by the fact that she is wealthy

and stationed above the people who appeal to her the most*
Hers is the uneasy position of being a possessor of wealth
but at the same time being a member of a poorer class by
heritage,

dhe feels this descrepanoy and is aware that

those around her are scornful of her because of it.
Xahov Ivanish i s scorned toy those who knew him too#
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but he 1# not proteoted by a p o s it io n u h lo h w ould eneourage
others to oonqeal their sco rn in shows of humility and awe.
As the proprietor of the tavern along a virtually abandoned
post road, Yahov provides tea, hay, oats, and flour to the
peasants and local landlords.

He also sells splrltous liquors

on ooo&slon but has to be elroumspeot In doing so since he
does not have the required license.

The business exists al*

most by Itself, with the casual supervision of Yahov*s sis*
ter and daughter, because Yahov himself Is completely ab
sorbed In carrying out the rituals of the church.

Be Is

obsessed with the Idea of order, not order for the purpose
of Increasing his own effectiveness in the eyes of the church
or even for the meaning idildi the ritual contains within It,
but order for the sake of order alone.

A man with strong,

convictions, he has made himself a subject of ridicule among
his neighbors and has encouraged by his attitude their In
creasing hostility to%fard him.

When Yahov Ivanlch begins to

%faver In his convictions, idien he becomes a prey to recurring
doubts and has to strive constantly with himself to remain
steadfast In his religious practices, he faces defeat and
ruin.

Like the four persons mentioned before, he eventual

ly recognizes the choice he made In his past life and the
fact that he has misjudged Its significance.
The following three Wiaracters are likewise determined
by and dissatisfied with their surroundings but carry their
d i s s a t is f a c t io n one s te p further to a c tu a l r e v o l t .

They to o
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are eontrollad by tradltloa, family ampaotatlon#, and trainlog, like the figure# above.

At the time the reader 1#

Introdueed to the three, they have realized jumt how confined
they are by external limitation# and are In the proeem# of
gathering their courage and determination to revolt agaln#t
thoee limitation#.

In one oae# (gg[ Life) the deelelon 1#

made early In the etory and the reader follow# the etruggle
of Mleall to adjuet to and win aeoeptanee In other# to hi#
new way of life.

In the eeoond ea#e (Betrpthed). Nadya

Shumln'# mental dl#t%%etlon and oonfuelon about what #he mu#t
decide to do with her life Involve the reader a# well
throughout the greate#t part of the aooount.

In The T e a s e r

of literature a young man a^Ailev»# ^ a t he believe# to be
hi# greate#t happlne##, and then through the oouree of the
etory experience# with Nikitin the final rejection of that
happlne##.

In all three etorle# the ##me deepondency and

re#tle#*ne## that mark the other etorle# appear again, but
In theee three move the oharaoter# on to revolt agalnet
their environment#.

Not only 1# the eplrit of revolt here,

a# in eome of the other etorle## but the aot a# well.
Nikitin ha# been teaehlng literature In the high echool
for the pact two year#.

Before that he had been a poor

etruggllng etudent living in cheap room#, with no money and
no relation# to lAorn he eould look for etq^ort or aeelatanoe.
But a# a teacher he live# w l ^ a eeeure Income in one of the
beet provincial town#.

After h is marriage he c o n s id e rs
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h lm 8e l f o e m p le te ly happy w ith every p o s s ib le comfort t h a t a
man can hope for.

Everything a b o u t his l i f e

pleases and

satisfies him; he is content t o savor his happiness w ith
each passing day.

But the spell is broken when he acknowl-

edges that he is saturated with his happiness# that it is
pallid and stifling.

He wants to break away to an entirely

different kind of life in which he can become completely en*
grossed.

In addition to not understanding children# he has

no ability to teach nor does he teach the right things.

He

is not interested in his subject; he does not understand the
significance of what he teaches.

These facts weigh heavily

on Nikitin until he can think of nothing but escape.
Whereas Nikitin is filled with only the desire to be
free of a life that seems so incongruous with his "passion*
ate# poignant longing to be in that other world# to work
himself at some factory# or big workshop, to address big
audiences# to write# to publish# to raise a stir, to e%*
haust himself, to suffer," (Thf Teacher of Literature, p.
2 7 0 ) Misail Alexeyldi and Nadya Nhumln translate ^ a t desire

into action and make the break from the social demands on
their lives to follow their own preferences.

Misail Alek*

eyich, the son of nobility, is expected to go into some
government office or some equally respected profession.
His educational training had not been very complete; he is
removed from school, after the fourth class, and coached for
the fifth class in an effort to get him through.

His
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a tte m p t8 to find a suitable s it u a t io n result I n th e same
outcome.

At the suggestion of friends and relatives he has

served for a time in a pharmacy, in the army, and In various
government offices but he Is uninterested and resentful and
does not stay long In any one plaee.

His activity In scho*

lastlc and official spheres has required neither mental
application, talent, special qualification, nor creative
Impulse.

It seems to him that such activity Is a waste of

time for him.

His father's efforts to convince him of hie

rightful responsibility to the family In taking such office
jobs la of no avail, and Misail finally renounces his In*
herltanoe and responsibility to his father In order to take
up his life as a laborer.

At least by working In a physical

capacity he can contribute something constructive to the
life around him, somethl%ig that might counteract the In*
efflolency, dishonesty and Indifference of the intellectuals
In his town,

Vlth this Idea and purpose in mind Misail

Aleieyloh, after trying various jobs, Including a brief
period as a farmer, becomes finally a painter and contractor,
^

the story's end people of the town have grown used to him

In his role as workman and no longer think It strange for a
man of hie rank to be seen "carrying paint and putting In
windows,"
Similarly, Nadya Shumln*s decision made as a revolt
against her b e t r o t h a l. Is acce pte d by her family once the
initial shock Is over, yet she fe e ls constrained not to bring
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added em barras ament to h e r grandm other and m other by appear
in g In p u b lic and again a ro u s in g g o s s ip .

Up to the tim e she

takes Sasha's advice on the eve of her wedding to leave home
for the university, Nadya has allowed herself to follow the
aooepted pattern of all provlnolal daughters.

At twenty-

three she was engaged to the son of the village priest.

With

the approbation of both the families and their confident expeotatlons, she had gone through the usual activities of a
young woman about to marry.

EQie had entertained her fiance

and his father each day, had been graolous, attentive,
respectful, and decorously expectant.

She had visited her

future home with her young man, moving f z ^ room to room,
Inspecting each bit of furnishing, listening quietly, duti
fully, to his enthusiastic comments.

3he had watched the

preparations for her wedding taking place, had even been
caught up at times In the mounting activity as the day came
closer.

But she begins to realize that something Is wrong,

that she la pretending expectation, pretending approval,
pretending love.

Her life, always anticipating marriage. Is

suddenly suspended In a precarious balance.
she had always %mnted is close at hand.
want It now in this way.

What she thought

Yet she does not

In fact she dreads It.

This mo-

ment of Indecision f r ig h t e n s and disturbs Nadya, and It Is
Sasha who fills It with altezmatlve suggestions.

Realizing

finally that She has only a moment to decide, she chooses
the hope Sasha holds out to h e r , and knowing f u l l w e ll t h a t
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she i s ta k in g a course n h io h w i l l s h u t o u t any hope o f r e 
t u r n t o h e r p re s e n t l i f e ,

she r id e s o f f to th e u n iv e r s it y .

M is a il Alezeyloh and Nadya are two o f Ohekhov*s ohar*
aoters who turn wishes Into deeds*

Able to foresee and re

cognize the Inherent boredom and futility, the waste and
unhappiness which the present course of their lives will
lead to, they reject It while there Is s t i l l opportunity.
They suooeed, albeit not without sorrowful consequences. In
taking another course more sensible and meaningful to them.
The fate of Nikitin is left unanswered.

Is he beyond the

point of choosing another life or has he arrived at the
moment when that decision must be made?

The story does not

go beyond this question but the nature of the oholoe is made
clear, even though Nlkltln might continue to live with the
w M o g one for the rest of his life*

The point lies not so

much In Which way Nlkltln chooses to live his life but In
the fact that he finds himself In a position where he must
make a choice*
3uoh a decision, for Nikolay Stepanovltch, has been
made long ago; Its validity has been substantiated through*
out the long years of his teaching.
whole life.

Teaching has been his

Once having chosen It as his profession, he

prepared f o r i t

a t the seminary and at the university.

T h a t be was a gifted lecturer was evident in th e fame and
widespread respeot ^ I c h he had gained.

He had been named

chevalier, p r iv y c o u n c illo r and been raised to the rank of
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general,

A member of eveiy Rueelan uuiverelty and three

foreign unlrereltle# a# well, he la now werltu# profemeor
In the medloal eelenoee.

He le highly reepeeted and eon*

tlnually eonght after by etudent# and younger profeeeore
for hie advice and aeeletanoe*

Lecturing hae alwaye, until

the advent of hie lllneee, been highly enjoyable to him,
and he had excelled In the ability to hold the m p t and an*
thuelaetlo attention of all hie etudente.

It le certainly

not dleeatlefaotlon with hie work# nor the realleatlon that
lAat had once been within hie power and le now rapidly clip*
ping away beoauee of hie lllneee, which makee the laet day#
of Nikolay Stefanovich mleerable.

It le rather an awareneee

that he lack# a proper meaeure of humaneee which tormente
him*
Theee eight Individual# are all Intelligent human belnge,
given to Intellectual pureulte and etlmulated by book# and
learning; they have choeen work ** or work hae been choeen
for them ** which le In conflict with their deelree or
aptitude#.

Depending upon the urgency of the conflict, It

hae been reeolved by revolt or allowed to rmealn alive In
the form of knowing dleeatlefaotlon and deepondency.
Though one cannot eay that a repeated pattern emerge#
from what theee people do any more then it emerge# In what
they look like, there doe# occur a reaction In the live# of
theee Individual# Wilch appear# to be a coneletent theme
through all eight of them.

That theme revolve# around a
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baalo

aad tis a p p o ln ti» « a it I n their l i v e s *

They

have expected, and anticipated certain dreeme to be f u l f i l l e d
and have lived to see them waste a$#ay in the llvem they live#
They wait and hope, until even hope meem# uaeleam*

They find

themmelve# lon&lng for useful, productive activity, activity
lAich will be humane and real and rewarding to the spirit.
But life a# they have either lived it or a# it appears in
the future, does not offer this promise.

Only these two

characters who meek an entirely new course of existence on*
tertain any hope of finding happiness, but had they remained
as they were, they too would have been bored and disillusion
ed,

Chekhov does not isolate the man or woman fro# what he

or she is doing since the emphasis of the story is not placed
on what is being done, but rather on how the person reacts
to and is Influenced by the situation.

The situation beowses

important only as it calls forth a particular emotional
response within the individual.
The interplay of external Influences and the internal
responses to those influences has created within these eight
characters tensions and conflicts resulting in unhappiness
of one kind or another.

Those wttemal influences have been

discussed as education and training, parental expectations,
occupational choice and the subsequent %mrk.

Am far as

education is concerned, the majority of these people are
well grounded in formal academic training.

While none,

save p e rh a p s one (Nikolay S te p a n o v ltc h , A D reary i t o r f ) ,
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c ô tiid b» ùon#ld#r#d brilliant, all a re f a i r l y

In te llig e n t*

alert Individuala wheae mlnda are capable of entertaining
thought a beyond the mundane affaire of day^-to^day eilat*ioe.
To moat of them, parental authoMty and expeotatlona are
aynomymoua vlth tradition and the preaaurea of aoolety and
often run contrary to their peraonal ambltlona and dealrea,
da a reault, theae oharaotera have ohoaen or have had choeen
for them the occupation they ahould follow,

Running contrary

to their Intereata and abllltlea, the work haa only proved
boring, bewlldeplng, and fruatr&tlng.

Small wonder that the

work Itself oeaaea to be anything but a trap to Individuals
who are mlaoaat In It or have failed to find there the ul»»
tlmate hope of happlneas*
% e response to theae external forces has, to a man,
been negative.

Whether the rebellion haa been passive or

active, theae eight characters have rejected the lives lAilch
they lead by seeing In them the emptiness and waste which
they contain.

They are not deluded forever by material

success and accompllahmenta, but know that life means, and
should meaui, more than wealth or fame or a "happy** marriage.
Because of their acute sensitivity, they are able to see the
dlacrepanoy between what la and what ahould be or what they
want to be.

They have aspired to greater things, different

goals, only to find that somewhere along the line those
goals have eluded them.

It is this common response to life—
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w h a te v e r ty p e o f l i f e

it may be ••

may b# s a ile d th#

u n if y in g element o f theee eight individuale.

It le a nega*

tive reeponee^ a orylng out agalnet the preeent eouree of
life, not agalnet life Iteelf» hut agalnet the direotlon
which it takee.
It le oharaoterletlo of Chekhov that hie ppotagonlete
ehould not alwaye be aware of the eouroe of their dleeatle'*
faction, not alwaye be aware of the fact that they wleh to
break away frwa their preeent way of life#

Had they alwaye

experienoed thie awareneee, reality in Ohekhov*e etoriee
would have been a mere over*eimpllfloatlon of the way life
actually ie.

Ohekhov hae eald^6 %nat the obligation of a

writer le to preeent a eltuation realletioally, truthfully,
and eorreotly, and that the moot Important taek le in %ie
preeentation of %ie eltuation, not in the eolvlng of the
problme or problème arieing from that eltuation.

Goneequentm,

ly, OhelAov rarely eolvee the dilemma of hie (Aaraotere but
merely preeente the eltuatlone in Whleh they exlet.

Here

le the eltuation, he%»e le % e problem, and here le the
Individual in reepeot to that problem.

Whether the individual

will reoogniee hie plight* will aooopt (even grudgingly) or
reject it, or will be obllvioue of it until it ie too late
to avoid the defeat that e n g u lf# him •• a l l thie depend#
on the individual*# nature.

But within each of theee

Letter to A. 8. Aivorin* dated October 27, 1888,
appearing in Anton Chekhov, The S e le c te d Letter# of Anton
Chekhov, p . 57*
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I n d iv id u a ls i s

some measure of rebellion, some degree o f

resistance, and some q u a n t it y o f negation.

All may be found

In each of these eight Individuals Investigated here.

This

basic characteristic either manifests Itself overtly through
a particular situation or Is emphasised by that situation.

IV.

The Hero Viewed Through H is Soul

In his Innumerable plotures of prowioolal Russian life,
Ohekhov show# a gallery of ordinary people doing ordinary
things.

Their days and nights revolve around monotonous

aotlvltles whioh they pursue with empty regularity.

All

are slek to death of the same emptiness, the same routines,
the same Ideas and thoughts, the same words and gestures.
And the Ghekhovlan heroes feel they will exist as non*
entitles after death just as they have In life*

they do

*wt profess, by virtue of towering moral struggles or
violent pursuit of absolutes, the olalm to immortality of a
Hamlet, a faust or a Don Juan.

They feel no exeltement In

spending a rainy evening playing whist, or biokerlng with
their wives or pursuing useless dlsoussions about education
and municipal affairs with local Intellectuals.

Chekhov

shows how the weight of habit transforms life into a series
of conditioned reflexes.
There is not a great soul among any of these Chekhovlan
ehaz^cters.

Hone Is capable of heroic action, none can

#qpoak with flnsness or authority.

But they all suffer be«-

cause their sensibilities are far from dead; they feel fine
ly, if not greatly.

And a cwplacent bourgeois %dio now and

then strays in among Chekhov's characters, to accentuate
their failure, serves as well to raise the question;
Is the meaning of life?
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bhat
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Momt of theme eharaoterm are at a lomm am to lAiat to
do w ith their llvem though th e y are dlmgumted w ith th e ends
they have been purmulug.

They are generally mo pammlve that

they appear to be oomplete fallurem.

Yet beoauee many have

managed to attain an enviable moolal pomltlon, %.elr failure
Im not mo much a laok of material muooemm am a lack of muo*
oemmful l i v i n g .

They a l l s u f f e r from n e u ra s th e n ia and de*

flolwey of will power, the overall effeot being one of aoute
unhapplnemm,

In one way or another, theme oharaoterm are

all unhappy and the fault llem am muoh In their temperament
am with their environment,
Blkolay Stepanovloh (A Dreary Dtorv) oomem to the oon*
elusion that he ham never been really happy and that he knowm
nothing about life.

Him family and him home are oompletely

strange to him; he rmmemberm all that they had once meant
to him, but he Is unable to oonneot him present relationship
with them to him former devotion.

A sense of futility and

despair envelops him oompletely and he knowm himself to be
a failure despite the fame and muooemm that he ham attained.
Him story Is not the tragedy of old age but the tragedy of
a life without central values.

He cannot even stand by him

ward In her time of need; painfully aware of what he cannot
do, he f a i l s with the one person who still means anything at
all to him.
Anna Akimovna (A Woman* m Klnmdoml, In an attempt to
e n te r in t o the l i v e l y

In fo rm a l t a l k o f the s e rv a n t women
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g&th#r#a la the kltahea, aoaf*###e her lore for one of the
foremen in her mill.

Her mood is destroyed by the commenta

of her footman who treats her oonfeeaion ae a joke.

He la

amused at the idea of ^ e foreman dining with her i^qpper
elass friends in the elegance of her dining room.
instant Anna's Illusion is shattered.

And in an

She feels the pity of

it and is disappointed with herself and with the footman.
She cries for her lost happiness of but a moment ago, realla»
log that all her hopes for happiness are doomed.

Only in

her imagination may she enjoy any happiness of marriage; she
is reminded of the distates of reality by the amusement of
a footman.
While Anna is only too aware of the course of her life,
Andrey lefimitsh (jgag& jfg,. 6) is a long time in realizing
the nature of his life though he finally comprehends the
reason for his failure to aohioTe true happiness and contsmtment.

Part of that realization comes through a state

ment made to him by one of his mental patients;
...in fact, you have seen no1^ii% of life, you
knew absolutely nothing of It, and are only
theoretically acquainted with reality; you
despise suffering %id are surprised at nothing
for a very simple reason: vanity of vanities,
thé external and the internal, contempt for
life, for suffering azid for dea%i, oosprehsnslon, true happiness... (Ward No.
p. 75).
Nikolay, Anna, and Andrey live out their unhappiness
with increasing discouragement and hopelessness.

As the

nature of their lives becomes more clear to them, they
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s u f f e r more acutely from th e Im p lic a t io n s that what they
have become can never be changed simply because they are as
they are.

Whatever form their att«mpts at escape may take,

the result is a l w y s the same; they find it Impossible to
disengage thweelves from their inevitable misery and bore*
dom.

Their cry is summed up in Olga^s attempt at hopeful

ness in ?^g&e
The music is so gay, so confident, and one longs
for life* 0 my (&od* Time will pass, and we shall
go away for ever, and we ^ a l l be forgotten, our
faeea will be forgotten, our voices, and how w n y
there were of us; but our sufferings will pass
into joy for those who live after us, happiness
and peace will be established upon eaz*th, and
they will remember kindly and bless those who have
lived before. Oh, dear sisters, our life is not
ended yet. We shall live* The music is so gay,
so joyful, and it seems as though a little more
and we shall know what we are living for, lAy we
are suffering,..If we only knew— if we only knew,
''If we only knew*" —

Wils desire to know and understand

life haunts all of Ohekhov*# characters.

Despite the thread

of hope that Olga clings to in her picture of times to come,
in the assurance that life is %%ot yet over, she like all the
other oharaoters knows that that hope is to be known by her
only in a life to case.

Life for her Is hopeless, is sure

to continue in unhappiness and suffering.

Yet she continues

to hold to the idea that surely there will come a time when
suffering and unhappiness will end.
Much of the cruelty or vice in the lives of the oharaot*
ere stems from boredom and shallowness.
Anton Chekhov, g a a i
(New York, 1958), p. 188%

Victims of triviality

1» ESüE g&BSi
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and e m p tin e ss, th e s e e h s ra e te rs o f t e n t r y to b re a k t h i s
terrible monotony of their live# by Inflicting pain and
discomfiture on those around them, always In a desperate
effort to escape from their own vacuity.

The timid petty

clerk appearing in Two in One*7 assumes a dominating, offi
cious attitude toward his fellow* once he leaves the office
where he works as the most insignificant of flunkies.

Anna

Akimovna attempts to escape boredom by assuming the lowly
status of her servants and her aunt and by joining the crowd
In the servants quarters for games of "kings" and discus
sions about marriage.

But it Is only a temporary escape

and she Is again reminded that her life must exist In the
upper halls, not among the crowd In the kitchen.

Her task

Is the handing out of charities In an unfeeling, nonchalant
manner as though she had no real Interest or sympathy for
the misery of her workers who come to plead for her assis
tance.
One senses the same monotony In the conversation Which
Kuligin, the self-satisfied but amiable schoolmaster (Three
Sisters) has with his wife who is gradually becoming bored
with him*
Kuligin*

Today is Sunday, the day of rest,
therefore let us rest, let us enjoy
ourselves each according to his age
and station,,.Masha, at four o'clock
we are due at the Headmaster's...

Anton Chekhov, "Two in One," The Unknown Chekhov,
t r . Avrahm Yarmollnsky (New York, Î 95^X7 ppT
"
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Mashaî
Kullgln:

I'm n o t going.
Dear Masha, vhy not?

Kasha;

We'll talk of It afterwards...(angrily)
vary well, 1*11 go, only leave me alone,
pleaee,.,

Eullgln:

And then the evening we'll spend at the
headmaster's. In spite of his lll«health,
this man tries above all things to be
sociable,^ An exeellent, lofty person
ality,..*8

This passage reveals the tragl-oomedy of the relations be
tween these two persons, as the wife's boredom Is thrown
Into relief by her husband's oomplaoenoy and dullness.
There Is something moralises and blindly cruel in people's
misunderstanding of their fellows' sensibilities, and Chekhov
never loses sight of the fact.

When this cruelty is carried

to an extreme, one has an Ivanov** whose greatest ambition
Is to be a hero, to be generous, honest and less stupid,
but who after five years of marriage to a woman for whom
he feels no love or pity -- just a void and weariness -abandons her, deceives and Insults her, eventually becoming
responsible through his negligence for her death.

Nlkltln

(Tha Teacher of L^t^rature) who feels the same restraint
and boredom In his marriage, cries out In a frenay of
frustration;
*9 Anton Chekhov, IhEaSja&a&SE& la 2B&E 8%S&&
(New York, 1958), pp. 124-135.

** Anton Chekhov, Ivanov In P la y s , t r . M a ria n F e ll
(aew York, 1912), pp. 7?:T53T
"
~
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Where am I , my God? I am surrounded by v u l g a r it y
and vulgarity* Weariaoma, laaignlfieant people,
p o ts o f so u r orearn, ju g s o f m ilk , eoekroaohes,
s tu p id women**,There i s nothing more terrible*
mortifying, and distressing than vulgarity* I
muet escape from here, I must escape today, or
I shall go out of my mind...(The Teadher of
Literature, p. 274)*
As was mentioned earlier* though these character# do
not feel on a grand soale, they are extremely sensitive to
the callousness, vulgarity, and thoughtless cruelty that
merely disquiet most people*

Mlsail Alexeyioh (g& ]),lfe)

Is keenly aware of the sordid misery which surrounds his
fellow workers and which is consciously ignored and minimised
by the class to which hi# father belongs.

Andrey Yefimltoh

(Ward No. §), when he is made aware of the conditions suf
fered by his patients, as he himself becomes one of them. Is
appalled and frightened by the extremities of cruelty to
which boredom and lack of humanity can drive the attendants
and officials of the hospital*

Anna Akimovna too feels the

cruelty of indifference and knows herself forced by her
position to make the same show of indifference simply be
cause it is expected of one with her wealth and power*

But

none of these characters can be reconciled to What they find
in their lives; and because of their dissatisfaction, they
are constantly tormented by the world around them*
Because of their boredom, many of Chekhov*# characters
resort to the fabrication of a world of lies that grow and
grow to entangle them ever more deeply, just as for the same
cause their cruelty overtakes t h e i r sense o f decency.

In
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The Cherry OrefamrA RAoevekhy», In an effort to eeo&pe th e
reality around her, t a lk s about her numerous lovers in
highly romantio terms, even though they seek her only for
her money,

Andrey Yefimltoh, of yard

i6, ]has oonstrueted

a eomplaoent explanation for his inability to rectify the
miserable conditions of his hospital.
I serve in a pernioious institution and receive
a salary from people whom I am deceiving, I am
net honest, but then, I of myself am nothing, I
am only part of an inevitable social evil; all
local officials are pernicious and receive their
salary for doing nothing*..And so for my die*
honesty it is not I who am to blame, but the
times.,,If I had been born t*o hundred years
later I should have been different...(yard No.
p. 60),
But such an explanation is bUilt on lies and is manufactured
to excuse his o*n negligence.

Andrey lefimitch would do*

ceive himself about the nature of his responsibility for the
misery and cruelty that exist in the reality he passes off
as mere chance.
Morality and Logie don't come in, It all depends
on chance. If anyone is shut up he has to stay,
and if anyone is net shut up he can walk about,
that's all. There is neither morality nor logic
in my being a doctor and your being a mental
patient, there is nothing but idle chance...
a, p. 62).
Whether the characters live by truth or by falsehood,
they exist in their world alone.

Lack of understanding and

of communication is a central fact of their lives.

People

turn to each other in times of need and misery and find
their fellows wrapped up in their own concerns,

Seeking
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to ooBsmunieat# their Ixmermoet thought# and emotion#, they
are either unable to Impart theee thought#, or on doing #o,
find that their confidant 1# Incapable of receiving and
appreciating What they aay.

The entire #tory d r l e f ^ (or

Mleerr. or Heartache, a# It 1# cometlme# tranclated) 1#
baeed on the vain attempt of a grieving father to pour out
hi# aorrow over the death of hi# #en to the variou# paeeenger# occupying hi# cab.

Concerned with their own trouble#

and occupation#, they meet the old man*# tentative comment#
with Impatience or preoccupation.

And eo In the animal heat

of the ctable, the bereaved father tell# hi# grief to hi#
feeding nag, the only living being who aeem# to lend an ear
to hi# unhappy tale.
Blchop Pyotr (The Blahon) 1# demperately lonely; hi#
only confidant la a eeptuagenarian monk, for deaplte the
blmhcp*# pleaaant nature he Inaplre# fear

even hi# own

mother feel# awkward In hi# pretence and recover# a #en#e of
Intimacy with him only When he fall# cerlouely 111.

The old

man 3orln, In The Bea Gull walk# perpetually among the other
character#, but 1# alone, a# in fact each one of them 1#
eacentlally alone.

He talk# of wanting to live In town but

1# mleunderatood by tho#e around him, particularly by the
doctor who look# on hi# craving for d iv e r s io n as a mere
triviality;
S o rin ;

I want to give Kostya a subject for a s t o r y ,

Anton Chekhov, "Grief, ** The S t
ed, Robert N, Llnacott (Hew
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I t ought to b# e & lle d "The Maa who
Wlahed" .. L l b w a g gyl a ISak&. &!:%?
youth I wanted to b#ooa# à lltorary m&n-and didn't; I wanted to apeak well —
and I spoke horribly badly...and I would
go plodding on and on, trying to aum up
till I warn In a reguhr peraplratlon;
I wanted to get married ** and I didn't;
I always wanted to live In town and here
I am ending my life In the oountry
and
ao on...
Dorni

To be expressing dissatisfaction with
life at slxty-two Is really ungracious,
you know.

aorlni

What a persistent fellow he Isl %ou
might understand that one wants to llvel

Dorn;

That's just frivolity. It's the law of
nature that every life must have an end,

8orln$

You argue like a man who has had enough.
you are satisfied and you are Indifferent
to life, nothing matters to you. But even
you will be afraid to die...21

That no one Individual can wholly and continuously under
stand the mood of another, because he la more particularly
concerned with his own, is a favorite theme of Chekhov's.
Indeed, one suspects that Ohekhov must have been aware
that the mutual reluctance of his characters to appreciate
or understand each other's attitude or feeling Inevitably
enhances the sympathetic understanding and the sensibili
ty of the audience.22

the aervant-glrl Dunyasha

(The Cherry Orchard^ greets her young mistress Anya, who has
just arrived from Paris, with the exciting news that she has
21 Anton Chekhov, $he 8ea-@ull In Four Great Plays.
p. 47.

22 William Gerhardl, Anton Chekhov. A Critical B&y&y
(London, 1949), p. 19.
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b#en prope##4 t o ,

sayings

. . . I must t o l l you a t once.
b e a r to w a it a m in i# .

I can't

Aaya;

What now?

Dun*

Th# clerk BplbodOY proposed to me after
Easter.

Anya*

It's always the same with you... (Puts
her hair straight) I've lost all my hair
pins..*

Dun*

I don't know what to think about It,
does lowe me, he does love me*

Anya;

(Looks Into her room, tenderly) My room,
my window; just as If I'd newer gone away.
I'm home! Tomorrow I shall get up and run
Into the garden...2*

He

Mikltin (yh# Teacher of Literature) meets the same kind of
preoccupation and misunderstanding when he hurries home
after hisengagement to announce the

glad news to his old

colleague.But all the colleague says Is that

the girl In

question had been his pupil at the high school, that She
had not done badly In geography but was weak In history,
and moreover, had not been attentive In the classroom.
Most of Chekhov's main characters are really reciting
monologues.

No one listens to anyone else.

And to the

reader of the stories, or the audience of the plays, the
voices of Individuals echo In an atmosphere of Isolation
and intense loneliness.

In The Sea-Gull Masha talks of her

unrequited love, but nobody(eres*

The actress talks of her

23 Anton Chekhov, The Cherry Orchard In Four Great
laeza, p. 66.
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sucs6 0 8 ses a l l through th e eoorlng a t a card party, but
nobody cares.

Vanka, the nine-year-old boy, in the story

by the same name, writes a letter to his old grandfather,
telling of his loneliness and the general abuse he suffers;
then, hopefully he addresses his letter simply "To Grandfather. In the Country" and malls It without a stamp.

In

The Grasshopper the husband, a brilliant doctor, comes to
tell his wife, while she Is dressing for the theatre, that
he has grounds for thinking that the readership In general
pathology 1# likely to be offered to him.
It was evident from his beaming, blissful face
that If Olga Ivanovna had shared with him his joy
and triumph he would have forgiven her everything;
both the present and the future, and would have
forgotten everything, but ahe did not understand
what was meant by a "readership" and by "general
pathology"; besides, she was afraid of being late
for the theatre, and ahe said nothing* Be sat
there another two minutes, and with a guilty smile
went away,,.24
The tragedy of this story depends upon a womaa*s realising
too late that her husband was a man of genius.
The reader feels that each Individual, no matter how
sprightly he may be In his talk, is essentially alone.

The

Individual seems to echo a thought that Chekhov jotted down
In his own notebook*

"As I shall lie in the grave alone, so

In fact I live alone."25
Nikolay Stepanovich, when his ward gatya, the only
person still near to him, begs him to help her, can only
24

Anton Ohekhov, "The Grasshopper, "
Wife and Other
Stories, tr, Constance Garnett (New York, *918), p. if'6.
25 Gerhardl,

cit.. p. 14.
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speak o f t r i v i a l i t i e s ,

can o n ly d e a l w ith Izislgnlfleant de«

t a i l s u n t i l he w atches h e r le a v e him, her d e s p a ir m a tch in g
hie, her loneliness and need eohoed by his own.
Let us have lunch, Katya,
No thank you,..
I don't like Kharkov.*.It Is so grey here— such a
grey town.
Yet, perhaps...It's ugly...I am here not for long,
passing through. I
going on today.
Where?
To the Crimea«*that Is, to the Caucasus.
OhI

For long?

I don't know...
(& & C Æ I

P' 2*8-19)

At a time when the reader knows fully that Nikolay Stepano*
vit oh

wished to say*

the precious
chatter.

''Then you will not be at my funeral,"

last moments are passed with non-essential

What Nikolay should have done, should have said,

he cannot bring himself to do.
In Chekhov's day, the Idea of moral inertia was not
particularly popular In literature, for contemporary Russian
orltles urged that literature should be ooncemed with energy
and action.

Moreover, Russian literature traditionally re*

presented morality as positive action,

let Ohekhov, In his

stories, presents situation after situation In which the
siajor characters do not take positive action.

Whatever

moral act they perform Is more often performed, as R. M.
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MaG iv e r e x p l a i n s , n o t beoau## th e o h a ra o te r i s th e way he
ia but beeaua# he happen» to be where he le.

Such a morality

i s based on h a b it o r b io lo g y , on th e unspoken social demand
lAilch the oharaoter does not have the strength of will to
refuse.

No question of oouz^e or oholoe Is InvolTed in

this type of action, and although the heroes are seldom
praised for living aooordlng to the morality based on this
kind of action, they are severely criticised when s u ^
morality is broken.

Nadya @%umln (Betrothed) and Klsall

Aleyevloh (My Life) are both victims of such criticism when
they do not act according to the social demands made upon
than,

Nadya brings disgrace and wsbarrassment upon her

mother and grandmother by running away from her marriage
only to find that her presence is a source of difficulty to
them when ahe returns to visit.

She realises that #he Is

cut off from their world by lAat she has done and returns
gladly to the new world she has found In 5t. Petersburg.
Mlsail Aleyevloh finds himself scorned and ridiculed by his
former friends, and disowned by his father, for breaking
with traditional social demands.

But for the most part,

moral Inertia, the not making of moral decisions, constl*
tutes a large factor In the lives of most of these Chekhovlan
protagonists.
26
past and Present (New York, 1956)7 p . 44.

Literature
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The f i n a l im p re a e io n left by most o f th e s e s t o r ie s I s
the sense of temporary possession of a temporary exlstenoe.
It I s as I f a l l o f the c h a ra c te rs hasten to express their
wortliless Individualities, since It Is all they have, and
are aghast that they Should have ao little to express*
expression of their Individuality is all there Is,

the

Chekhov's

later stories are distinguished by their themes of boredom
and futility, of mutual Isolation and the Inoommunlcablllty
of deep human feelings.

The lament of lost youth or lost

hopes and ambitions becomes the oommon outpouring of
Chekhovlan grief.

His characters are the victims of an

Inner oorroslon

an eating away of ambitions, of energies,

of talents, and most Important, of the ability to love,

fart

of Ihis Inner corrosion is due to neurotic egotism and pro*
occupation In the self.

]^t part Is also due to the passage

of time; time Itself permits a gradual coMrodlng to take
place without the hero's knowledge.

He Is made aware of the

process only by chance circumstances, which release traits
of unpleasant self'^awareness, but only when It is too late
for self*awareness to be of any use.

V.

The Hero as a Key t o Mood

Ohekhov*# tale# #eem #u#pended In an atmosphere that
relegate# Idea# to a position of seoondary Importanoe.
Pietnre a ohilly autumnal twilight in a drlssllng rain; a
road that 1# long* desolate* moggy and full of mire and
along whloh move# a #truggllng gaunt old horse harnessed to
an open farm oart; miserable people huddled on the straw In
the baok of the oart, eaoh drawn Inward with his own futile
thought of former days of warmth and comfort; a coachman
whose idilp siloes the oold air; and gloom that Intensifies
as the darkness settle# over the empty countryside

In

such a scene one recognises, on a descriptive level, what
Is known as the Ghekhovlan Mood.

This Is the mood In lAlcb

Ghekhov*s eharaeters are portrayed and In which they try to
live

characterised hy loneliness, futility, and deepen*

denoy.
Aisslan life a# we come to know It
exudes thle

mood.

In Chekhov*# works

But Qiough Chekhov has been known as a

key portrayer of Russian society during the late nineteenth
century, and his works have been said to mirror Russian llfe , ^
he does not
of Tolstoy.

attempt to reveal this life on the grand scale
One never meets Intimately large crowds of

characters, never ranges great distances across the land to
«meeunter different families, cities, and situations.
^

aionln, Mc^dem Russian literature, p. 6061.
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Rather
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Chekhov l i m i t s h im s e lf t o a s in g le d ra w in g room o r to th e
mind of one small hoy.

He single# out the partloular to

represent the general and make# his stories a mlsrooosm of
a larger worlds

The little scene portrayed in Chekhov*#

stories, and in his dramas as well, is Sverysoh*# world.
It is the scene of "realistio" tragedy, not tragedy in the
widest, most universal swse, hut tragedy %dil(6i falls short
of great catastrophe and death.

This tragedy Is not the

grand scale kind found in
is less than grand. In keeping with the everyday experience
of all men as ^ e y live and feel it.
Chekhov's emphasis on ^ e tiraglo rather than the comic
places him among the many writers who Interpreted life of
the later nineteenth century in the same manner.

He presents

the spiritual errors of dally experience w h i ^ lead to the
constant falsifying of social relations and humam intercourse.
Though it is true that he was aware of the ludicrous as well
as the tragic aspects of man's folly and futility, the de*
gree of humor that runs through all his serious stories and
dramas Is Inevitably overcast by a persuasive Irony that
never allows the reader to forget how pathetically ineffec
tual his characters are and how sadly wide, how absurdly
wide. Is the gulf be^rVeen their aspirations and their per
formance.

The predominant effect is generally one of gloom.

Though It is the contention of this thesis that Chekhov's
characters are his main Interest and his chief means of
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or#»tlAg m m û f he of cours® employs other means, some of
them quite standard and ordinary,

carefully choosing

his details, he gains poetic suggestiveness In garden scenes
at twilight and darkened rooms in winter.

His seemingly

plotless actions contribute, by their apparent lack of form,
a deepened sense of the fluidity of life, the endless coming,
mingling, going, the final Inconclusiveness of life.

The

aptness of Ohekhov* s unobtrusive detail. In both his short
stories and his plays, has been noticed by almost all the
orltlcs,^^

Particularly distinctive Is the significant

triviality, the decisive Incongruity.

The Inharmonious de*,

tall Is not only true to life but Is poignant as well; It
Is exemplified by the little things that usually go unnoticed
in ordinary realism, but that may touch off tho%»ght and
feeling about very large matters *** the nature of man, of
his society, of his relation to the universe,
Failure of communication, gradual frustration, enervating
despondency, final hopelessness, and the transiency of life
are all presented In terms of the human soul, especially
when It is misunderstood, misjudged, and mistreated by
another soul.

For the human soul Is Ohekhov* s main concern.

Bidowed with keen psychological and ethical Insight, CheMiov
was able to probe Into the soul of his characters and expose
See, for instance, Herbert J. Kuller, The Spirit of
(New York, 1956), p. 28.
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them w ith unAermtmndlng and s jm p a th y .

W ith an ability to

lay bar# but not to proaoh, he treated hi# oharaoter# with
a rare humanity,
Suoh qualltle# a# the## relnforoe the Ineaoapable mood
of melanoholy:

a general Impreaelon of futility perwade*

the etorle# and aooentuate# the wearlnea# and pa*#lvlty of
the hero##,

Ihl# l#^re##lon, compounded a# it 1# of lone*

line##, futility, failure In oommunloatlon, ml#under#tandln$,
fruatratlon, and hopeleemae## weigh# upon the reader*# oon#^
»olou#ne##.

He oome# away with the feeling that life 1# a

eorry affair In Chekhov*# world and that aorrow extend# be
yond %ie world of flotion.

Contained within theme #torl#a,

with their atmoaphere of longing, regret, failure, auapenae,
and fruatratlon, are the unlveraal element# of all live# in
all oountrle# In all time#.
every human eoul.

They are element# oommon in

And Chekhov 1# writing of life from the

atandpolnt of the aoul,

Depreaalon and wearlnea# of aoul

tranaform even the moat pleaaant of phyaloal aurroundlnga
Into aomethlng drab and Irritating,

gven the moat glorlou#

aprlng morning be o w e a dull before the heart that 1# heavy
with amae ml aery or dlaappolntment.

In plaolng ao many of

hi# atorle# In weather and metting# whloh are dlatlnotlvely
u n p le a s a n t, u n p le a s a n t In their lack of huaian warmth, If in
no other aenae, Chekhov reinforce# the gloomy climate of
the aoul.

The phyaloal world with Ita oold, damp mlaery
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i n t e n s i f i e s and a c c e n tu a te s th e oold misery o f th e in n e r man*
but I t

is a lw a ys the man t h a t remains of first Importance.

The long, desolate, monotonous road traveled by the oart Is
the same sort of road followed by the human heart,

Oold air

and a settling gloom surround the spirit just as the travel^
ere are surrounded.

The descriptions of natural phenomena

and landmarks may just as well be the desoMptlons of the
terrain of the Inner man.

Melancholy springs first from

the source of all human actions, the heart, soul and mind of
man, and from man pervades the world around him.
The melancholy tone of %ie stories is only occasional
ly ll(pitened by a more optimistic tone,

Some of the stories

contain characters who voice the theme of hope, hope that
is based on work and more work, always with the idea that al
though life is hopeless now, future generations will know
happiness,

Such passages of hope always have ironic over

tones; still, they seem to reflect Ohekhov*s own hope and
his essentisüL humanistic faith,^

Hope, though it is

strongly challenged by melancholy and despair# takes frcaa
these stories the charge of complete pessimism.

In the

group of eight stories being analysed in this study, two of
Betrothed and

Life, are both unique in the very

elem ent of hope and the general trend of optimism which is
particularly evident in their conclusions,
Muller, 0£. cit.. p, 286,
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Throughout th@ m&jor p o r t lo a s of t h e i r « t o r ie s , Nadya
and Mlaall both struggle with the same kind of doubt and
discouraging reality In their existence.

They hare been

able to foresee that they are In danger of launchixig their
lives along a road of futility and boredom and recognise
that the moment to escape such a future is In their hands.
These two stories, unlike the other six, picture the pro
tagonist at the moment of decision, not years after ^ a t
moment has been passed.

The story of ^etrothed hangs In a

balance as Nadya considers and deliberates, but as she
hastily packs her belongings and prepares to leave with the
student,Sasha, the mood of the stoiy becomes positive,
active and almost happy,

yor Nadya herself is happy and

relieved and goes Into ^ e nev world with anticipation and
wonder, despite her regret at what her actions will cost her
family and herself as well in her relations with them.
Is the mood of

Life one of complete gloom.

Nor

Although

Mlsail breaks with his father and his social status early
In the story, the story Itself Is an account of his difficul
ty In establlAlng himself in a new environment and among a
new level of society,

Mlsail Is besieged with difficulties,

but he Is not regretful of his break with his former life
nor of the p a th w h ich he has chosen.

It Is his basic satis-

faction which gives the sto*y he tells a different atmos
phere from that, say, of Ward No, 6 or A Woman*s Ilngdom.
By way of the ohamacter* s reaction to his situation.
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then, th e story assumes I t s partloular mood baeed on that
reaction,

31noe they are moat ooncemed with an analysis

of the himan soul, the most oharaoterlstlo of Chekhov's
stories lack purely narrative Interest.
retelling than does an elegiac poem.

They no more bear

Nothing thrilling

happens In th*m, nor are the few reflective passages parti*
cularly compelling.

Some of the tales, having neither be*

ginning nor end, are, as Galsworthy put It, "all middle like
a tortoise."
gression.

Others have a static quality, only slight pro

Instead of moving toward a definite conclusion,

they are just as likely to trail off or drop to an anti
climax*

And yet they manage to seize hold of the imagina

tion*
As Oheldiov's style matured, plot was often reduced to
mere situation which serves as an exouse for the release of
moods and feelings.

The moods may be happy or unhappy, but

generally they are vague, spontaneous, often Irrational,
sometimes with little apparent relation to the events of
the tale as such.

Although Gheldiov's stories have been

described as "slices of life," such a label Is misleading.
Ohekhov seeks to define the essence of a character In terms
of his leading emotion, rather than by merely depleting a
naturalistic scene.

His characters. If separated from

their emotions and moods, are weakly depleted and difficult
to remember.

But despite their varied backgMunds, their

sundry occupations, and their lack of physical similarity,
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they are unified by the eoamon nature of their tem peram ent.
And It le the emotion# and mood# l%üi#r*nt In temperament
w hich more than any other factor Influence and delineate
the general mood of the etorle# them#elre#.
With the#e quailtie# In mind It 1# ewldent that the
nature of the characterization 1# Inaeparahle from the mood
of the atory*

The world of the atory 1# a world created

within the mind and emotion# of the eharactor# themeelT##.
Becauae theee character# are preooeupled with their own
mlaery and futile exlatenoe, the whole atory deal# with
that preoccupation and the affect# of that concern.

The

view of their world idilch the reader receive# 1# through
the acreen of that aame mlaery and futility.

The atmoaphere

then 1# one created by the aoul and mind of the character
a# he atruggle# to fln6 the purpoae and meaning In hi#
exlatence.

Chekhov ha# uaed mood to aupply the one aide,

and the moat Important aide, of hi# characterization,
leaving the other, the more phyaloal detail# of the charae«*
ter relatively unexplained*

But juat aa phyaloal appearance

1# often reflective of the inner, paychologlcal tempera»
ment of acme writer*# Character#, ao 1# the mood of a whole
atozTT reflective of the Inner life of the Oh^hovlan hero.
By being dependent upon oharacterlaatlon, mood 1# conceived
and preaented wlt^iout Invention and contrivance; cleverly
maneuvered plot# and other auperflcial device# are abaent*
Aa a r e s u l t , the whole work exhibit# the Impact of a direct
experience.
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